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FOREWORD
The Koegu people, numbering about 300 individuals, live along the western
bank of the Omo River in the extreme southwestern corner of Ethiopia. They are
called Muguji by the neighboring Kara, or Umucu by the Burne.
The Koegu language is a variant of the Kwegu-Muguji languages, which belong
to the southeast Surmic group within the Surmic languages in the Nilo-Saharan
phylum. The Koegu language is quite unique lexically and even syntactically in the
Surmic languages. The uniqueness is due to language contact with the Omotic
languages, in particular the Kara language. This short vocabulary supplies also the
reference to the Kara (abbreviated as Ka) as much as possible, though it is not
comprehensive.
This vocabulary is organized into a classificatory system based on a simple
semantic association, not on a theoretical principle. Ohta (1989) gives a good
guide to it.
This vocabulary is based on the data which were collected in the field research in
Ethiopia between December 1987 and February 1988, between January and March
1989, and between January and March 1990, supported by the fund of the Ministry
of Education, Culture and Science, Japan. As a leader of the research team, Dr.
Katsuyoshi Fukui provided constant encouragement and guidance without which
my research would have never been completed; I am deeply grateful to him. The
other colleagues of the research team made helpful suggestions. And I am also
grateful to the colleagues in the Department of Arabic and African Languages,
Osaka University of Foreign Studies for their support.
As an informant, Karenti, an old man, worked with me for several months. As
informants and assistants, young Baable, Damo, Shaapo and Muda endured a
tedious linguistic work together with me. lowe much to their zeal. My greatest
debt is to the people of Koegu, who received me with generosity and offered me a
great friendship. Without their help my research could not have been completed.
NOTES
(1) Some characters and symbols are used unavoidably to indicate certain phonemes for the
reasons of printing.
(a) C' indicates an ejective explosive consonant. For example, Ic'l, etc.
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(b) 'C indicates an implosive consonant. For example, I'dl, etc.
(c) ts' indicates an alveolar ejective affricative consonant.
(d) sh indicates a palatal voiceless fricative consonant.
(e) ny indicates a palatal nasal consonant.
(f) ng' indicates a velar nasal consonant.
(g) ? indicates a glottal stop.
(h) , is a high level tone mark. A vowel without the tone mark is pronounced with a
low level tone.
(2) Plural forms of nouns are given in parentheses as much as possible.
(3) First person singular aorist forms of verbs are given in most cases at the head, followed
by the first person plural aorist forms in parentheses. In the cases where verbs have
specific meanings which tend to determine a third person to be a subject in a sentence,
the third person singular aorist forms are given at the head.
(4) Kara forms are given in parentheses after Koegu forms.
(5) Special explanations (etymological, ethnological, etc.) are given in brackets.
(6) I sometimes create curious English expressions in order to describe shades of differences
in meanings of Koegu words as much as possible. Since the semantic field is not parallel
between a Koegu word and an English counterpart, it is impossible to translate a Koegu
word into English, especially into a single English word.
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02-12 hair of armpit
02-13 side of body
02-14 back of waist
02-15 loin









shub6 (-ban pI.) (Ka mete)
c'erashi (-shan pI.) (Ka sid)
puup (-an pI.) (Ka sid c'auri)
karakara [hair which can be put up]
luuca [hair which can not be put up]
mol6 (-Ian pI.) (Ka mol6)
maari (-ran pi.)
maari ka karbo (-ban pI.) (Ka aapiker)
urshenaa (3. sg.)
karbo (-ban pi.) (Ka aapi)
jurung' (-an pI.) (Ka nukwi)
tok (-gan pi.) (Ka ap6)
pedoro (-ran pi.) (Ka p6doro)
'duom ka dabin (-an pi.) (Ka kati)
dabin (-an pi.) (Ka kalica)
nukut (-an pi.) (Ka m66ca)
c'erashi ka nukut (-an pi.) (Ka booci)
nabo (-ban pi.) (Ka k'aam6)
bolu (-Ian pi.) (Ka zagala)
bolu ka kiacen (-an pi.) (Ka lamada)
k6rung' (-an pI.) (Ka korci)
gici ka puolo (Ka b661a)
rua (-wan pI.) (Ka bisi)
'duom (-an pI.) (Ka kati)
c' erashi ka rua (-wan pI.) (Ka bisi siti)
kapana (-n pI.) (Ka kapana)
kakom (-an pI.) (Ka sada)
ute (-tan pI.)
ami (Ka ami)
kiang' (-an pI.) (Ka if)
gu6bo (-ban pI.) (Ka gungusu)
k6rshi (-shan pI.) (Ka buusi)
gerigeri (-ran pI.) (Ka gal6)
c'erashi ka gerigeri (-ran pI.) (Ka galo sit(i))
k6c'or (-an pI.) (Ka demo bohala)
iluko (-kan pI.) (Ka karuna)
goa (gowan pI.) (Ka goa)
kutkut (-an pI.) (Ka zuro)
d66desh (-an pI.) (Ka tada)
bua (buawan pI.) (Ka aan)
bua (buawan pI.) (Ka aan)
shuarma (-n pI.) (Ka saita)
kanta (-n pI.) (Ka kanta)
duguma (-n pI.) (Ka gido)
bua (buawan pI.) (Ka keits'a)
603-07 elbow
4. Leg


















: jap (-an pI.) (Ka raa)
door (-an pI.) (Ka gobol)
: kuamin (-an pI.) (Ka buko)
: shupi ka kuamin (-an pI.) (Ka buko shup)
: jual (-an pI.) (Ka keits'a)
: jual (-an pI.) (Ka loori)
: jual (-an pI.) (Ka keits'a kets'i)
: kanta ka jap (-an pI.) (Ka gintii)

































gici (-can pI.) (Ka lapa)
'doho (-han pI.) (Ka dong'o)
kanta (-n pI.) (Ka kanta)
gici ka shubo (-ban pI.) (ka metalapo)
kaaralapo (-pan pI.) (Ka kaaro lapo)
kara (-n pI.) (Ka bure lapo)
gici ka kakom (-an pI.) (Ka demo lapo)
ramnu (-nan pI.) (Ka golibe lapo)
kur (-an pI.)
pirpir (-an pI.)
gici ka shuor (-an pI.) (Ka lura lapo)
gici ka doodesh (-an pI.) (Ka goa lapo)
nyiabo (-ban pI.) (Ka makasi)
arambo
nyiambo



















bua (buawan pI.) (Ka aan)
bua ka gamen (-an pI.) (Ka aan sada)
shuor ka bua (buawan pI.) (Ka aan lura)
atupuniyaa (1. sg.) (Ka tupa)
duma (-n pI.) (Ka duma)
saita c'akal (Ka gida saita)
kambi (-ban pI.) (Ka k'ambi)














jap ka jaaren (-an pI.) (Ka raasa)
dapa ka jap (Ka raasa sada)
shuor ka jap (Ka raasa lura)
taana (-n pI.) (Ka taana)
jap (Ka raasi)
giro (-ran pI.) (Ka taana)







































nuknuk (-an pI.) (Ka maskas6)
duhu (-han pI.) (Ka d6ng'6)
shen (-an pI.) (Ka owihim)
puol (-an pI.) (Ka korcl)
k6rung' ka mwa (Ka nunk6 korci)





n6ho (-han pI.) (Ka torab6)
lamico
kancipia (Ka kancipio)


























gong' (-an pI.) (Ka tudi)
kit (-an pI.) (Ka banzi)
c'entile (-Ian pI.) (Ka k'anti)
rue (ruean pI.) (Ka seep6)
katikati (-tan pl.) (Ka dekedeke)
kubushu (-shan pI.) (Ka c'armaile)
piisi (Ka piici)








































karbo (-ban pI.) (Ka aapi)
dong'dong' (-an pI.) (Ka aapi sid)
'duom ka karbo (-ban pI.) (Ka aapi kati)
inuko (-kan pI.) (Ka shukuna)
karbo p61ceng' (-ng'an pI.) (Ka aapi c'auri) [the white of
eye]
karbo dimago (-gan pI.)
manatel
jurung' (-ng'an pI.) (Ka nukwi)
higing' ka jurung' (-ng'an pI.) (Ka nuk eero)
tok (togan pI.) (Ka ape)
pedro (-ran pI.) (Ka pedro)
kaat (-an pI.) (Ka atab)
dang'a (-n pI.) (Ka dang'a)
diini (-nan pI.) (Ka diini)
nyigi (-gan pI.) (Ka wooteats'i)
geguri (Ka geguri)

















































to blow one's nose
to pick one's nose
[heart] to beat


























c'erao ka karbo (Ka irma nunko)
agunjisiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pl.)
[c'erao] gunjiaa (3. sg.)
akenc'iyaa (-c'ayaa 1. pl.)
gibishe ka jurung' (Ka gulfa)
ganga ka jurung' (Ka nuk ganga)
asiuyaa (asiwayaa 1. pl.) (Ka gulfa bula)
ap6kiyaa (Ka nukushupa)
[shen] bikiaa (3. sg.) (bikiyayaa 3. pl.) (Ka oilam bika)
[shen] nushaa (3. sg.) (-shayaa 3. pl.) (Ka oHam taka)
uusi (Ka uusi)
ahuagiyaa (-gayaa 1. pl.) (Ka uusica)
aw6giyaa (-gayaa 1. pl.) (Ka wooga)
awashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka uusi arsa)
abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pl.) (Ka uusi bula)
atebiishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka puga)
manike (Ka pats'i)
aparkiyaa (-kayaa 1. pl.) (Ka maama)
gibishe (Ka gulfa)
raagana (Ka ragana)
a6k6sheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.) (Ka posintidiina)
aamaa t6k (3. sg.) (Ka apokaishidiina)
atukadiiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka tukadidiina)
ahadishiyaa jurung' (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka nukadaidiina)
agentadiiyaa (Ka gentedidiina)
usma (Ka irma)
ausmiiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka irimaidiina)
airlmadiiyaa diini (Ka shoori irimaidiina)
adakadiiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka daka)
sh66te (Ka shaano)
ash6waiyaa (-ayayaa 1. pl.) (Ka shaandiina)
gebitu (Ka pio)
ac'ank'iyaa (-k'ayaa 1. pl.) (Ka pidiina)
tutush (Ka puuso)
















to look at carefully
to find
to disappear







ageiyaa (-eyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka aapa)
at6iyaa (-6yayaa 1. pl.) (Ka sheda)
leemi ye at6iyaa (-6yayaa 1. pl.) (Ka leemante sheda)
awushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka zaga)
ashidiyaa (Ka shida)
ajing'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pl.) (Ka k'ec'a)
aleng'iyaa (Ka zaga)
at6iyaa daari (Ka peen sheda)
at6iyaa ke higing' (Ka 0010 sa iika shedidiina)
bul ye at6iyaa (Ka bula te shedidiina)
adauyaa (-awayaa 1. pl.) (Ka gisha)
aduwaliyaa (-layaa 1. pl.) (Ka dawa)














to smell bad [adj.]
to smell good
to sniff
aw,Uyaa (-ayayaa 1. pI.) (Ka esara)
alifbisheyaa nabo (-biteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka kamo woisa)
agaamiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka gamidiina)
gaamaa (3. sg.) (Ka gamanakogama)
maajaa (3. sg.) (Ka c'oka)
maajugu


















































ademeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka burk'aidiina)
hur ka demen (Ka burk'i edi)
gebishe (Ka gulfa)
gebishe gomaa [lit. cold catches sb.] (Ka gulfa iedidiina)
arfijeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
k'uiya (Ka k'uiya)
demen ka rue (Ka seepo burki)
dac6 (Ka kajente ooda)
karbo gaIapiaa (Ka aapi galapdiina)[lit. eye yellows]
k'anjisi (Ka k'anisi)
demen ka shen (Ka wHam burk')
demen ka 'd6p6 (Ka 'dopo burk')
demen ka n6ho (Ka trapo etada)
gamo (Ka gamo)
aapaajo (Ka apajo)
a6k6sheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka pusidiina)
[shub6] 'da'dung'aa (Ka mete burk'ada)
c'ereri (Ka harinto)























hur ka c'6yu (Ka bariyomo eedi)
auc'ukiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.) (Ka warakanowarakai)
dubiaa (3. sg.) (Ka dubidiina)
alushugu (Ka marigimi)
margimenaa (3. sg.) (Ka marigimidiina)












wound on the head
wale
bump, lump
to get a bump
ak6hiyaa (Ka takidi)
melaa (3. sg.) (Ka ma?asidi)
gie (Ka ajim)
gie ka shub6 (Ka meta ajim)
macar (Ka macar)
kuncur (Ka kuncur)













to get a part of body barked
to limp





tukeaa (3. sg.) (Ka tukamo)
bacenaa (3. sg.) (Ka shutulak')





























to get burnt seriously
water blister







sore caused by thorn stick
to crack in the foot





ukuturaa (3. sg.) (Ka utidiina)
t6riaa (3. sg.) (Ka tordiina)
reeba (Ka reeba)
asheeriyaa
ata reeba (Ka ata reeba)
aatfiyaa (Ka atidiina)
c'awal






k6laa (3. sg.) (Ka koska)
k6wamaa (3. sg.) (Ka booka)





































'da'dung'aa (3. sg.) (Ka burkaidiina)




abaj aliiyaa (Ka baj alo)
abiajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ts'aidiina)
adaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kajidiina)
akcic:inidiiyaa (-iyayaa I. pI.) (Ka kaaraidiina)
aliijiyaa (--jayaa 1. pI.) (Ka gibazidiina)
agadaliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.) (Ka gedaldiina)
ajeiyaa waac'i (-eyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka waac'i amidiina)
ainziiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pI) (Ka inzidiina)
k'eci (Ka oida)
k'ecishaa (3. sg.) (Ka oididiina)
aceririyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka haaridiina)
18. Physical Handicaps
18-01 to be lame and bent in the back: a'd6kociyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shokola)
18-02 walking stick shaari (Ka haka)























karbo kaiyaa [lit. eye is lost] (Ka aapi kaidiina)
karbo baalishenaa [lit. eye is suffering from cataract]
hur bali
nabo kaiyaa [lit. ear is lost] (Ka kaamo kaidiina)
amargimeniyaa (Ka marigimidiina)
margimiong' (Ka marigimi)
amukushayaa (-shayayaa 1. pl.)





























to rub, to pat
to press swelling in order to
drain the pus
to press swelling with a twig in
order to drain the pus
to squeeze with fingers
to press with fingers
to press with finger-tips
to crack one's joint
to extract a thorn by pulling
with fingers
to extract a thorn by using
another thorn















to nurse, to treat
doctor, nurse
to divine by animal intestines
to divine by throwing sandals
to divine by blowing coffee
aliibiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka liibidiina)
amugiyaa (-gayaa 1. pl.) (Ka dimidiina)
at6rsiiyaa (Ka torsa)
aliibiiyaa (Ka liibidiina)
aajiyaa (aajayaa 1. pl.)
ashaamiyaa nap (-mayaa 1.pI.) (Ka napaidiina)
at6puniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.) (Ka topidiina)
aashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka gucidiina)
aashiyaa waac'iwaac'i (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka
waac'iwaac' aidiina)
aashiyaa dak'dak' (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka dak'dak'aidiina)





aguuc'iiyaa (-c'iyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka guuc'idiina)
guuco
ar66sheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.) (Ka uusic'eidiina)
awauyaa (awawayaa 1. pl.) (Ka girifidiina)
ad66riyaa pugu kiani (ag6rayaa 1. pl.) (Ka gibaro
aapidiina)
adaashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka daashidiina)
ajeiyaa waac'i (Ka waac'amidiina)
ag6reniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.)
hur ka deesha (Ka deesha eedi)
at6iyaa sharte (Ka lukunti sheda)





























































flower of true grasses
fruit
a species of fruit
a species of fruit
a species of fruit
a species of fruit
a species of fruit
to become ripe
to be unripe (adj.)
root of water lily
to be unripe







to be unripe (adj.)
to be unripe (adj.)
to be unripe (adj.)








gebishaa [to become old]
shaari















c'ac'aa (3. sg.) [[fruit] to become red]
akora [r6ku, u6pur, gieri, etc.]
boodo
dimaa (3. sg.) [[root of water lily] to be black]
kutoku
muraa (3. sg.) [[kutoku]to become big]
kusukus6 (Ka kusukus6) [[kutoku] to be unripe]
igishaa (3. sg.)
kuwakeshaa (3. sg.) [[sorghum and beans] to become
hard]
k6dorshaa (3. sg.) [[calabash] to become big]
c'6gure [[sorghum] to be green]
good [[beans] to be soft]
erica [[calabash and maize] to be small]








































gagao (Ka bataaka), luwai, logomo, balmogoi, galshoi,
yelbuuri, mic'iriya, ruubu ka mursho, tilako, wiyataata,
barikoi, buina ts'iyu, d'uushu (Ka balmogoi, logomo,













































boundary marker of gardens











to thresh[sorghum] by pounding:
to thresh[sorghum] by hand
to thresh [maize] by hand







upper surface of flat grind stone:
stone for making upper surface:
of grind stone rough
to uproot plants
to dig out
to take out beans from sheath
haamu (Ka haami)
maari (Ka maaro)
shaari ka maari (Ka maaro haka)
ac'aariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka c'aara)
nyapanga (Ka nyapanga)
ahaarimiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka harm6)
ak6hiyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.) (Ka pak'idiina)
gafta (Ka gafta)
c'uk (Ka shuk6)
shaari ka gaita (Ka gaita haka)
ak6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka bia)
ebel (Ka alpa)
apatffyaa (-tfyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka pata)
amuriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka da)
ashakamiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shaakurna)
amaishffyaa (-shfyayaa 1. pI.)
ac'6akeshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka apa)
hankelsaya (Ka hankelsaya)
aagufyaa (-uyayaa 1. pI.)
aawffyaa (-wiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka bubunsa)





abuuc'iyaa (-c'ayaa 1. pI.) (Ka buuc'a)
ak6diyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
























kiani (-nan pI.) (Ka k'ask'i)
b6c'aa (3. sg.) (Ka booc'a)
jeaa gang' (3. sg.) [gang' is onomatopoetic] (Ka booc'a)
indaa (3.sg.) (Ka yeeda)
duutenaa (3. sg.) (Ka kaza)
jffshenaa (3. sg.) (Ka a'da)
seekiaa (3. sg.) (Ka seekidffna)
seek6 (Ka seek6)
bff (biiwan pI.) (Ka wanga)



























































wooden hammer for castrating
animals
horn






coagulated milk film which
develops on the surface when
heated
ghee, oil made from milk
to milk
milking pot
to milk and consume the milk
on the spot
to clean milk container by
smoking
stones to wash inside of
churning gourds
[female animal] to adopt
another's offspring
to make female animal adopt
another's offspring
to separate livestock kid and its:
mother at night in order to milk
the next morning
to bleed animals with bow and
arrow




to open the gate of kraal
to close the gate of kraal
to herd (animals)




bii buu (Ka buu)
bii haagi (Ka waaki me)
k'atab (Ka k'atab)
oot6 (Ka oot6)
tong' (-an pI.) (Ka k'oli)
tong' jumu (Ka k'oli ange)
tong' haagi (Ka k'oli me)
mader (-an pI.) (Ka iyati)
uk'uuli (-Ian pI.) (Ka uk'uli)
gamaala (Ka gamala)
parda (Ka parda)
c'erasi ka pirpir (Ka zurobir siti)
shaginaa (3. sg.) (Ka durpa)
amuriyaa centile (Ka kanti kutidiina)
nyokongit (Ka ny6kongit)
shei (Ka koshum6)
amuriyaa shei (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka koshumo paka)
k'aak'a (Ka k'aak'a)
shete (Ka raats'i)
shete dasi (Ka raats'i desi)




ac'udiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ts'a)
dooc'a (Ka dooc'a)
amats'iiyaa (-ts'iyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka mats'a)
asharkiiyaa kurm marmar (Ka ts'oodi ka kurmi
sharkidiina)
[lit. to shake milk gourd with ashes]
b66la
auyaa tong' (3. sg.)
adusiiyaa (Ka dusisa)
aidiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka puusha)
aw66tiyaa zompo (-tayaa 1. pI.) (Ka zompo k'az'a)
bankar (Ka bankar)
abaakiyaa (Ka dakana)
a'dauyaa (a'dawayaa 1. pI.) (Ka gisha)
zele (Ka zele)
aburiyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
ahageyaa apok (-geteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka diits'a mul'daapo)
abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.) (Ka bula)
awasiyaa
tong' (-an pI.) (Ka k'6Ie)
hanta ka 'dauen [lit. child of feeding (animals)] (Ka










to set free (animals)
to fasten, to tie
brand (of livestock)
to mark brand
clan's ear mark of livestock





abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.) (Ka bula)
ak6miyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka daka)
macar (Ka guy6)
amacariiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pI.)
kanta (Ka kandi)
akandiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kanda)





































































a kind of mongoose























































































































































































































ashenaa (3. sg.) (Ka bulidiina)
b6caa (3. sg.) [greater kudu, buck, dik-dik]
t6kenaa (3. sg) [buffalo]
k66kumenaa (3. sg.) [baboon]
6koraa (3. sg.) [goat, lion, crocodile, hippo, porcupine,
cattle, cat]
eetaa (3. sg.) [colobus]
haaraa (3. sg.) [elephant]
dainishaa (3. sg.) [waterbuck, Patas monkey]
biiwa










a kind of toad, frog
a kind of toad
a kind of toad











































































to shoot and to hit the mark
to miss the mark






to shoot with a gun
spear





base ring of trap
branch at which a trap is
fastened





to cut open the belly
to skin with a knife
aadinsiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka adima)
hur ka adima (Ka adima eedi)
jap (Ka reesi)
aiyamiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka c'aga)
adaiyaa (-iteyaa 1. pI.)
ajigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.) (Ka zaapa)
augusheyaa (arabiteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka bats'imo)
ariiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ara)
arishiyaa (agukayaa 1. pI.) (Ka g6ba)
abudiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.) (Ka tak'a)







a6tiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kats'a)
auwaiyaa (-wawayaa 1. pI.)






aniiuiyaa (-iiwayaa 1. pI.)
par (Ka bank6)
adarbiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.) (Ka dorba)






auakishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka daka)
nyapuute
kees, keric [archaic] (Ka kees)
aniishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka desa)
ak6hiyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.) (Ka taka)
abaariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka haaza)




























to skin by pulling
fur
to peg out animal hide to dry
to cut off meat frOln bones with:
a knife






poison used for 25-50
fish
to fish
to fish by net











a species of fish
o. HIEDA
ash6liyaa (-layaa 1. pI.) (Ka poosha)
dapa (Ka deebe)
ats'abifyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ts'aba)
ash6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shooka)
ash6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
arung' (Ka wa)





ak6hniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka eemo)
apakesheyaa beete (-keteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka biente dabidiina)





ashututiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shurtiteenaido)






barujuguma (brother of dowada)[metamorphosis of
dowada in a breeding season]
korongwashi
tipet
kercekerce (brother of tipet)
me'delo
t'u'de (brother of me'delo)
k'uwada [a species of catfish]
shiia
rumbia (brother of shiia)
kishal
'biisho
araci (brother of 'biisho)
olcokol
sheeriyo (brother of olcokol)
shurmin
jorbui (brother of shurmin)
shoo'do'do
shaapon karbo (brother of shoo'do'do)
guuru
cababa (brother of guuru)
romda
junko (brother of romda)
ruda
karuda











a species of fish
a species of fish
a species of fish
a species of fish
a species of fish
a species of fish




peresu (brother of karuda)
loteberei [a species of lungfish]
'bogoruda (brother of peresu)
'daiyo
reeti









alzaara (brother of binnaru)
jorubui
maasi (brother of korinja)
purundo (child of k'uwada)
kankaca (child of k'uwada)
worca (child of k'uwada)
mudawakooriyo (child of korongwashi)





dinakaa (3. sg.) [k'uwada]
guumaa (3. sg.) [tipet]



























































































































































a kind of dove
























































































27-84 little yellow flycatcher mooriyok
27-85 black-headed gonolek kangala








27-94 masked weaver 'dook'o








27-103 crow k' 66rok (Ka k'urak)
27-104 ostrich karwaite (Ka lebele)
27-105 to fly g6raa (3. sg.)




28-03 raw honey gongur
28-04 refined honey kaai
28-05 bee larva gibo
28-06 smoker for chasing away bees kunnya
28-07 butterfly bulibulito
28-08 fly coconte (Ka kusubo)
28-09 mosquito manki
28-10 dragonfly kian ka beero
28-11 cicada dalgica (-can pI.)
28-12 spider gableganca
28-13 big ant 6yogo






29. Anatomy of livestock
29-01 bone of lower jaw gici ka doobo












upper half of hind leg




spur of a ruminant's leg
dewlap
hump
area around a hip bone























disease caused by louse
a kind of pox
wound on the hoof
gaaranto (Ka gaaranto) [swelling on the neck. Cattle are
dying gradually. Treatment is to smear burnt seed of
"maaki."]
loidit (Ka lope burk) [Virus on grasses causes it. Cattle are
quickly killed as soon as eating the grasses.]
berts'a [Cattle have diarrhea and are dying in a day.]
looko
kasa burk (Ka kasa burk)





































a kind of food made from the
mixture of sorghum and beans
boiled beans
boiled cowpea
to cook stiff porridge





[alcoholic drink] to be strong
beer
mish (-an pI.) (Ka its'aro)
'dil (-an pI.) (Ka 'duulo)




durbo [the one that is similar to gundulo. Boiling water is
poured on the flour to make it.]
patopato
shuwalu













































honey juice for children
to ferment [honey mead]





















boka [Hot water is added to boka to make beeL]
ashaliiyaa
acaaciyaa
ac'6iyaa (-yayaa 1. pI.) (Ka bariyam6)
jia (Ka jia)
gaaga [Water is added to honey mead to make iL]
ashabiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shapidiiyaa)
ac'6watiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
warakinaa (3. sg.) [lit. to be boiling] (Ka burkidiina)




akeniyaa wa?ati (Ka wa?ati baka)
boo'di
amuriyaa boodi



































to boil, to stew
[water] to boil
[water] to become hot







to become well cooked
to cook well
raw [meat]
[meat] to become rotten
cooking-stone
to put a pot on fire
to take off a pot from fire
to warm [food]
to share food to several people
from the pot
to dish up food, to pour
to fill [a bottle]
to become fulll
aakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.) (Ka baka)
awarakinshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka burika)
warakinaa (3. sg.) (Ka buursha)
kec'ishaa (3. sg.) (Ka oididiina)
6taa (3. sg.) (Ka kats'idiina)
dubuaa (3. sg.) (Ka dubidiina)
jeyaa warwar (Ka warwar amidiina)
awargeiyaa (Ka warga)
uusi (Ka uusi)
auushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka k6ka)
ac'aaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shoosha)
higishaa (3. sg.) (Ka ushisha)
ahigishishiyaa
[arung'] k'ula (Ka aak')
maajaa (3. sg.) (Ka c'6ka)
baaki (Ka baaka)
ariibisheyaa (-biteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka oisa)
aancishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ancisha)
ashaamiyaa shaan tur (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka turlaya)
akashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kasha)
aiirisheyaa (-reteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka ka)
ak'6kushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ts'oosa)









to empty [a bottle]





dubiaa (3. sg.) (Ka duba)
acingirishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka gurisidfina)
uhiaa mam (3. sg.) [lit. to sit in vain] (Ka gur6)
autfisheyaa (-iiteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka uta)






























water container made from
calabash
ladle made from calabash
bottle
lid
to cover with a lid






to scoop up [with a spoon] and:
to pour food into another
container




juu ka akinen (Ka bakinto daa)
juu ka shete (Ka raats'i daa)








ashupiyaa ke k'adi (-payaa 1. pI.) (Ka shupidiina)
ab6hyaa (Ka bula)
sHni (Ka saani)
arigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shaya)
auaniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
burcik6 (Ka burcik6)
m66ka (Ka m66ka)
akasHyaa ke m66ka (-siyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kasidiina m66ka
suka)





























to make sb. drink
to sip
to hold on the teeth
to give food
to feed, make sb. eat
to wash one's hand
to sweep with fingers and eat
food at the bottom of a vessel
aamiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka its'a)
ak'auyaa (-awayaa 1. pI.) [meat, honey comb, sorghum,
maize]
at'ut'uiyaa (-uwayaa 1. pI.) [bone, candy]
alikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.) [sorghum cane]
ainc'aciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.) [chewing tobacco, meat]
aindiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
aliyatiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) [honey]
akuujiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
amatiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) [coffee, gruel] (Ka uc'a)
amatishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
asuutiiyaa (-tiyayaa 1. pI.) [alcoholic drink]
arumiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) [chewing tobacco]
aainiyaa mish (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka its'aro ima)
aamishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
auaniyaa bua (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka aani shaya)
alangaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)














to scrape the food stuck to the
bottom of a vessel
to put [sth.] into one's mouth
to fill one's mouth
to drink up
to taste








aonk6keyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
a'd66kusheyaa (-uteyaa 1. pI.)
akuuliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
aampuliyaa (-layaa 1 pI.)
aamiyaa ye at6iyaa [phonetically aamaat6iyaa, lit. to eat
and see] (Ka its'atesheda)
ap66c'iiyaa (-c'iyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka pooc'a)
amulmulshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka mulmulsa)
kasi (Ka daak'6)
kasi kawaa [lit. hungry bites sb.]
basho (Ka basho)
k6rgu (Ka bakara)
korgu g6maa, korgu kawaa [lit. thirst catches, thirst bites]
anashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka mishi)































[sth.] to get cold
to make [sth.] cool




[food] to become scorched
crust
crumb
food which is left stuck to the
bottom of the pot after sharing
[meat] to become scorched
to become rotten




shuka (Ka ts'al) [lit. to be good]






c'erateshaa (3. sg.) (Ka kajidiina)
ac'erateshishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kajishidiina)
k'uwakeshaa (3. sg.) (Ka wacidiina)
k'uwaka (Ka w6d)
b'alike (Ka siita)
balkishaa (3. sg.) (Ka siitidiina)
daudadiaa (3. sg.) (Ka daudaidiina)
duom (Ka gongo) [lit. skin]
siita (Ka siita)
ma?asi (Ka maasi)






















ak6meniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.), akiiminiyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
(Ka arisidiina)
a'd66kushiyaa kanige (Ka karmi arisidiina)
akulalesiyaa (-eteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka kec'aidiina)

















[clothes] to come off
to help sb. undress
to be naked
to loosen the dress
[clothes] to become worn out
[clothes] to become torn
to wash clothes
[clothes] to become dirty
soap
to rinse






pak'enaa (3. sg.) (Ka diinidiina)
aburisheyaa (-iteyaa 1. pi.)
bundurko (Ka puridunko)
ajeiyaa warkwark (-eyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka warkwarkaidiina)
geciaa (3. sg.) (Ka ahidiina)
t6riaa (3. sg.) (Ka toridiina)
ac'ubiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.) (Ka c'ubidiina)
dakadiaa (3. sg.) (Ka dahaidiina)
saamuna (Ka saamuna)
ashaamiyaa c'opc'op (Ka c'upc'upaidiina)
ac'6akeshiyaa (-shayaa I. pi.) (Ka ts'ei'disidiina)






































to cut by scissors
to cut to pieces by scissors
to tie
kere (Ka kere)
akatiyaa (-tayaa 1. pi.)
maripe (Ka marshe)




atamesheyaa (-eteyaa 1. pi.) (Ka iyekinsidiina)
ahurisheyaa (-iteyaa 1. pi.) (Ka k'ook'esidiina)
ag66ziiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pi.) (Ka gooza)
shediaa (3. sg.) (Ka shedidiina)
aburiyaa (Ka buridiina)
ak'orak'6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pi.) (Ka sakidiina)
ag66bisiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pi.) (Ka goobisidiina)
agaariiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pi.) (Ka gaaridiina)
akac'iyaa (-c'ayaa I. pi.) (Ka takidiina)
akac'ec'iyaa (-c'ayaa I. pi.)





























to rub one's body
to rub off water or sweat from
the body
to rub off dirt from the body
auaniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.) (Ka shaya)
ahekeiyaa (-eyayaa I. pi.) (Ka shikidiina)
a6tiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kats'idiina)
baasha (Ka baasha)
aapiiyaa (-piyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka apidiina)
apurapuriyaa (-rayaa I. pI.) (Ka buridiina)
akac'ec'iyaa (-c'ayaa I. pi.) (Ka taka)
ac'6tiyaa (-tayaa 1. pi.)
akaariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka hadidiina)
malaaca (Ka malaaca)
haate (Ka haad6)
a'd6kuniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shaada)
ashuritiiyaa (Ka shurita)
ac'eriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka iits'a)
apiitiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) (Ka saa)









to wipe by grass after defecating:
[child] to wipe by sand after
defecating
to put on accessories
to make up oneself
to smear paint on the body
tattoo
colorful tattoo on the face
paint for smearing on the body :
akoc'iyaa (-c'ayaa 1. pi.) (Ka 'duka)
asisikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pi.)
akec'adiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pi.) (Ka kac'eda)
akuhireniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.) (Ka wakada)
abiisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.) (Ka wakada)
goobinta (Ka goobinta) [after when a man shoots a big
game or a human being]
goobam6 (Ka goobamo)
sali





































beads-ornament worn on the
head
frog-like ornament for men on
which feathers are put
earring for women which is
made of metal, beads and a
white metal ball
chain for ornaments
wooden lip ornament worn
beneath the lips
lip ornament worn beneath the




belt-like ornament for girls
decorated with beads
strip of leather ornament worn
beneath the knee
leather ornament worn beneath
the knee
whip-like ornament used while
dancing, worn on the elbow
women's front apron
women's back apron
feather ornament worn on the
head
large sheep skin worn by women :
on the front















shaari ka tok (Ka apaala)
sola (Ka sola)
kati ka ilko (Ka karnakat)
kati ka kian (Ka iikat) [for women who have born children]




jang' ka apo (Ka iibalaai)
















skin of cattle's tail for covering:
the handle of cudgel
metal head of walking stick
tobacco case made of animal
bone



















































to knock [the door]
to open





to interlace sticks, to make wall :
to daub soil on wall
to get a crack
floor
to spread soil on the floor






upper part of the post which
supports the roof
left side of the hut
right side of the hut
inner place of the hut
area around cooking stone
rafter
granary




ashikiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ashika)
shani (Ka sak6)
apok (Ka murdapo)
ahageyaa (ahageteyaa 1. pl.) (Ka diits'a)
akumiyaa (-mayaa 1. pl.) (Ka daka)
ashaamiyaa k6kk6k (Ka kokk6kkaidiina)
ab6hyaa (-hayaa 1. pi.) (Ka waac'afma)
to?o ka akinen (Ka bakinto oono)
kian ka to?o (Ka oonosa ii)
ag66bisiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka goobisa)
to?0 ka sh66te (Ka shaano oono)
ts'agizi (Ka ts'akizi)
ats'agiziiyaa (-ziyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka ts'akizidiina)
agalts'iyaa (-ts'ayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kadidiina)
bakaa (3. sg.) (Ka bakidiina)
shen (Ka shen)
abiishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka k'ada)
ahigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pl.) (Ka saa)
sak6 (Ka sak6)




kangeteng' (Ka warakat bara) [lit. left side. The place at
which women and little children lie in sleep.]
buong' (Ka mizak'i bara) [lit. right side. The place at
which a husband lies in sleep.]
tugushou (Ka korama) [The place at which babies lie in
sleep.]




ac'aiiyaa (-aiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka c'aa)
'b6rok (Ka moor6)














to move one's residence
to pack luggage
to load luggage




fence of the village
to fence the village
shen (Ka shen)
auhiyaa (ak6bayaa 1. pI.) (Ka denta darkidiina)
ajigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.) (Ka barkidiina)
ak'66miyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka daka)
anaariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka buskisa)



























to cover oneself with [sth.]
blanket
pillow, chair for women
pillow, chair for women and
young men
pillow, chair for men
bottom of chair (41-07)
base of chair (41-07)
narrow part of chair (41-07)
upper surface of chair (41-07)
middle part of chair (41-07)
ladder
to weave a mat
to soften hide for a leather mat :
to spread a mat
to fold a mat
to roll up a mat
alga (Ka ansa)
dapa (Ka deebe)
ajigeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kec'ada)
bulidiriis (Ka buldiribis)
m6ra (Ka m6ra)







jap ka amisha (Ka ansara)
akorak6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka shaakuma)
auniyaa
ac'6akeshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka apa)
akundashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)





















to gather up rubbish with a
broom
to rake rubbish





to shake off dust
to beat off dust
to wipe




ashaamiyaa c'ank'ar (-mayaa 1. pI.) (Ka c'ank'araidiina)
apiitiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) (Ka saa)
kiir6 (Ka aats'imba)
apuushiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka puusha)
ashaamiyaa puc'ipuc'i (Ka puc'ipuc'i haya)




aipatiiyaa shaang 'dul'dul (-tiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka ipata
'dul'dul)
akishkishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.) (Ka saa)
ashuutiiyaa (-tiyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka saa)
apitiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI)
kebila (Ka c'ark'i)
dakadiaa (3. sg.) (Ka dakada)
c'ank'ar (Ka c'ank'ar)
30


























































to fill a crack of a pot or a boat:

























to file a chair (41-07)
board




to weave a string






asikiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pi.)
asikinto
abudiyaa (-dayaa 1. pi.)
a6idishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)
antete
ab66sheyaa (-66teyaa 1. pl.)
asikiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pi.)
acakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pi.) [calabash bottle, honey comb]
agariciyaa (-cayaa 1. pi.)
amurisheyaa (-iteyaa 1. pi.)
ad66kusheyaa (-uteyaa 1. pi.)
amuriyaa (-rayaa 1. pi.)
gitaman [from the Ali language?]
tunt6
amuriyaa (-rayaa 1. pi.)
waawi (Ka giripa)






ash6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pl.)
abalbuliyaa (-layaa 1. pi.)
ak6diyaa (-dayaa 1. pi.)
amaisifyaa (-sfyayaa 1. pi.)





ashaamiyaa gildit (-mayaa 1. pi.)
shasiki [leaves of "16mbo"and "tumbishe." The back of
their leaves is rough like a file.]
akatiyaa (-tayaa 1. pi.)
shaari laba
abffshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)
asikiiyaa juu (-kfyayaa 1. pi.)
duuni
asirfbiyaa (-bayaa 1. pi.)



























to put together [a gun]




ats'aafiyaa (-fayaa 1. pI.)
asikiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pl.)
ashoabiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
a6idiyaa (-dayaa 1. pl.)
abado
kuwaka
ad66kushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
aburiyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
44. Fire
ajuhyaa (-hayaa 1. pI)







: asikiiyaa misho (-kiyayaa 1. pI.)
misho (-shan pI.) (Ka koogo)
alalung'ishiyaa [shaari] (-shayaa 1. pI.)
lalung'aa (3. sg.)
atibiisheyaa (-iiteyaa 1. pI.)
ahisikinishiyaa gu (-shayaa I.pI.)
hisikinaa (3. pI.)
ashauyaa (-awayaa 1. pI.)
aciiriyaa buor (-rayaa 1. pI.)
shaari ka gu
abaliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
ahits'iiyaa (-ts'iyayaa 1. pI.)












[fire] to go out
to warm oneself near fire
to rake out ashes
firewood
to gather firewood
to add firewood in fire
to gather firewood to the center :
of fire














































to take [sth.] out of water
to shake off water
to flap off water
to wipe [one's wet hand]
to squeeze out water
to dry [sth.] over fire




to deepen a well
mwa (mwawan pI.)
dubuken (-an pI.)
abacikeshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)
bacike (-kan pI.)
adibiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
awaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
akisikishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ahiciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
aceeriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
acubiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
ats' eisiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)


















ahikekiyaa dubuken (-kayaa 1. pi.)
akiniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
akuwalishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)




















to lie down, sleep





to talk in one's sleep
to snore




to feel muddled after waking up :
late riser who is muddled after
waking up
to wake up sb.
to rub one's eye




ashuukeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
shuuka
ashuukeniyaa ye ashauniyaa [phonetically, ashuukene
ashauniyaa] (ashuukenayaa ye ashaunayaa [phonetically,
ashuukenae ashaunayaa] 1. pI.)
au'da'diyaa (-'dayaa 1. pI.)
ahubeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
karbo g66jaa
ag66jiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
anaashung'iyaa c'uarak (-ng'ayaa 1. pi.)
aga'de'diliyaa (-layaa 1. pi.)
gibien
ac'eishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)



































to stumble and fall down
to stumble sb.
to slip





to rest one's cheek in one's hand:
anaashung'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pI.)
atitiyaa ye uhaa
auhiyaa (ak6bayaa 1. pI.)
abiyaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pl.)
ahakuniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
at6kuyaa kuamin (-kuteyaa 1. pi.)
aung'iyaa shuurung'
ak6risheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
akorupeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
apekisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
abang'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pi.)
agaaciyaa bang'en (-cayaa 1. pI.)
agaaciyaa bang'en ye agaaciyaa boogen
agaaciyaa hur bang'e
abang'iyaa dede
ajuhiyaa (-hayaa 1. pi.)
pasiaa (3. sg.)
auaiyaa (auawayaa 1. pi.)
abuudiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
ageetiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
akaabumeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)






























to open the legs
to open the mouth
to open the eyes
to close the eyes
to show one's teeth
to face at
to turn one's back
to wave one's hand
to point









to block the way
to block sb's way with one's
arms
to get out of the way
to put [sth.] in the way
[sth.] to block the way
to remove [sth.] out of the way :
to hide oneself
at6kuyaa (-kuteyaa 1. pi.)
ateegiriniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
apukeshiyaa j ap (-shayaa 1. pi.)
ahamiyaa tok (-mayaa 1. pi.)
ahiyashiyaa karbo (-shayaa 1. pi.)
amumudiyaa karbo (-dayaa 1. pi.)
awac'eciyaa (-cayaa 1. pi.)
at66iyaa (-6yayaa 1. pi.)
amuriyaa shuor (-rayaa 1. pi.)
atetiyaa bua (-tayaa 1. pi.)
adualiyaa (-layaa 1. pi.)
ag6miyaa bua (-mayaa 1. pI.)
aneciyaa (-cayaa 1. pi.)
apekisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
aasheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
akaalishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)
adegisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
aikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pi.)
aububiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
ashakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
ahageyaa (-geteyaa 1. pi.)
aisikiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pi.)
ageegiriyaa (-rayaa 1. pi.)
aajishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)
ajiaa (3. sg.)
akeriyaa (-rayaa 1. pi.)




























to leave secretly and quietly












to board [a boat]
to get off a boat
to jump down






akuiyaa (apayayaa 1. pI.)
asidiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
akuiyaa lak (apayayaa 1. pi.)
alemiyaa (-mayaa 1. pi.)
ahikishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
auhiyaa (ak6bayaa 1. pi.)
awaakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pi.)
asiriiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pI.)
ak6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pi.)
ak6riyaa buong' (-rayaa 1. pi.)
akuuniyaa (apainayaa 1. pi.)
ahulukiyaa (-kayaa 1. pi.)
atuliyaa (-layaa 1. pi.)
ahulukiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
ag6biyaa (-bayaa 1. pi.)
ak66lisheyaa (-liteyaa 1. pl.)
ak6tiyaa (-tayaa 1. pi.)
aasheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
alepiyaa (-payaa 1. pI.)
ag6biyaa (-bayaa 1. pi.)
ag6biyaa (-bayaa 1. pi.)
amaamiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
ajigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)



















































to catch up with sb.
to walk side by side









to make sb. hurry
to stagger
to pass by
to pass avoiding [sth.]
to cross [a road]
to take sb. to somewhere
to guide, to show around
to see off
to accompany, to go together
to lead the way
to stop
to stop sb.
to lose one's way













human path to water's edge
animal path to water's edge
junction
[road] to branch off
to level long weeds




adaayeyaa (adaaiteyaa 1. pI.)
auaiyaa (auawayaa 1. pI.)
arishiyaa ye agomiyaa (agukayaa ye agomayaa 1. pI.)
atabinayaa ye apayayaa (1. pI.)
apayayaa guar kium (1. pl.)
abudayaa ye akobayaa (1. pI.)
ajaariyaa (-rayaa)
ajaariyaa mam [lit. to walk in vain]




ariaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI)
ariacishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI)
akoriyaa ye akuiyaa (akorayaa ye apayayaa 1. pI.)
asagiyaa ye akuiyaa (asagayaa ye apayayaa 1. pI.)
ak6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
akaceyaa (-ateyaa 1. pI.)
aiyanishiyaa ye akuiyaa (aiyanishayaa ye apayayaa 1. pI.)
adualisheyaa (-liteyaa 1. pI.)
ailikimeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aorariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
alemiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
ad66riyaa (ag6rayaa 1. pI.)
ad66rishiyaa (ag6rishayaa 1. pI.)
guar kaiaa [lit. a road is lost]
ak6lishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
akabiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
jaaren tad [lit. big walking]
kanke
jap ka kanke












ahiyashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
kutum
ap6tiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
ak6biyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
IX. ACTION TOWARD THINGS




to seize with a hand
aduumiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
ag6miyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)






















































to grasp in hand firmly
to scoop up with a hand
to pinch
to hold in one's arm
to hold [sth.] in a hand hanging:
to hold under one's arm
to leave [sth.], to let go
to drop [sth.]




to leave [sth.] behind
to carryon a pole
carrying pole
to shoulder
to carry [sth.] on one's head
to help sb. to put up a luggage
on the head
head pad
to carry [sth.] on one's back





to put, to place
to push away [sth.]
to form a line
to spread
to put in disorder





to knock over [a person]
to fell [a tree]
[tree] to fall down
to support
to lean [sth.] against














ahajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
ab66siiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
apu'didiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.)
adeetiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
ar66kiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pI.)
akaaliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
aukumiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
apakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
pakenaa (3. sg.)
ab66uyaa (ab66wayaa 1. pI.)
ab66kuniyaa (ab66painteyaa 1. pI.)
ak6damiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
a6idiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
adeetiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
shaala
anaariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
adeetiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
aaisheyaa (aaiteyaa 1. pI.)
nyaekit [from the Burne language]
anaariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
akasiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
dunia
gara
ajigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
aaisheyaa (aaiteyaa 1. pI.)
ahigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
a6rarayaa (1. pI.)
ajiirimuniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ah6buniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
akidimeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aajung'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pI.)
adiikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
ad66liyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
ahubeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
abuudiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
ahipishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
hipiaa (3. sg.)
at66liiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
ageekindiiyaa (-ndiyayaa 1. pl.)
acacisheyaa (-citeyaa 1. pI.)
araiyaa (arayayaa 1. pI.)
ac6ciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
ar6iniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.) [from the Kara language]
awaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
ajugiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
atitiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
aj6hyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.)
acaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
ahancishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
apagiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)














































to carry [a basket]
to turn around
to turn [sth.] around
to stir up
to make [sth.] face toward




ahigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
aajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
ajugiiyaa (-giyayaa 1. pI.)
ahingishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)
akedemeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
awaawiyaa (-wayaa 1. pI.)
apuushiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pl.), ahulusiyaa (-hiteyaa 1. pI.)
ahageyaa (-geteyaa 1. pI.)
ab6hyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.)
ak6uliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
amaasiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
ahublibiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
ahigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pl.)
aginciiyaa (-ciyayaa 1. pI.)
saatun
zabili
ar66kiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pI.)
ashiriiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pI.)
ashirishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pl.)
akualishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ahubesheyaa (-beteyaa 1. pI.)
ahubiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
abuudiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
at6puniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.)
alaliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
50. Connecting and Disconnecting
ak'umiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
bulenaa (3. sg.)
cu6nu
akuuriiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pI.)
ajigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
amuulisheyaa (-liteyaa 1. pI.)
g6muneaa (3. sg.)
ap6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
ahiyashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
bulenaa (3. sg.)
ag6mushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ahajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
ak6uliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
ahajisheyaa (-jiteyaa 1. pI.)
abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
bulenaa (3. sg.)
mido
a'd66kusheyaa (-kuteyaa 1. pI.)
atetiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
amurisheyaa (-riteyaa 1. pI.)
ahingishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)
hingishinaa (3. sg.)





to loosen [a nail]








to stick [sth.] to
to become stuck
to separate two things that are
stuck together
to peel off
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50-25 to divide abiyaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pl.)
50-26 to rub off [sth.] by using a stick: ak6ciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
50-27 to rub ashurtiiyaa (-tiyayaa 1. pI.)
50-28 [sth.] to close g66jaa (3. sg.)
51. Tansformation
51-01 to bend atupumeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
51-02 to straighten apikishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
51-03 to become straight pikiaa (3. sg.)
51-04 to unfold ahiyashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
51-05 to twist ad66liyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
51-06 to flatten alaliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
51-07 to make round [a string] amuniiyaa (-niyayaa 1. pI.)
51-08 to make round [a clay ball] ahajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
51-09 to rub agiridiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.)
51-10 to polish alaats'iiyaa (-ts'iyayaa 1. pI.)
51-11 to whet abaaliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
51-12 whetstone bai (baiyan pI.)
51-13 to sharpen to a point ahugiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
51-14 to be sharp cari
51-15 to become sharp cariaa (3. sg.)
51-16 to swell ab6mbeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
51-17 [string] to get tangled hurshenaa (3. sg.)
51-18 to entangle ahursheyaa (-rteyaa 1. pI.)
51-19 to disentangle abuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
51-20 to stretch out ajuhyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.)
51-21 to shorten abududiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
51-22 to squeeze asilibisheyaa (-biteyaa 1. pI.)
51-23 to make [sth.] small ac6amiteshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
51-24 to widen apikishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
51-25 to make [sth.] thin ahajisheyaa (-jiteyaa 1. pI.)
51-26 to become thin ahajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
51-27 to soften ahuniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
51-28 to soak [a hide] in water to adubushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
soften
51-29 to become soft siitiaa (3. sg.)
52. Breaking
52-01 to cut anikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
52-02 to tear off a small portion from : abariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
[sth.]
52-03 to cut into pieces atumiiyaa (-miyayaa 1. pI.)
52-04 to slice ajalijiliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
52-05 to snap ac'6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
52-06 to smash acaariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
52-07 to trample apakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
52-08 to prod at6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
52-09 to hit amuriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
52-10 to tear ahadishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
52-11 to crack [sth.] ac'6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
52-12 [sth.] to crack 'bakaa (3. sg.)
52-13 to break into pieces ac'6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
52-14 to split [a branch of a tree] ajashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
38
52-15 to destroy [a house] : ajeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.)
O. HIEDA











ak6d6miyaa (-mayaa 1. pl.)
at6iyaa (at6yayaa 1. pl.)
ab6uyaa (ab6wayaa 1. pl.)





















































































shumne guayu (Ka w6mba)
shumne guuyu (Ka iyemba)




juane guayu (Ka wondano)
juane guuyu (Ka iyendano)
juane ka galgitan (ka iyendano)
hur ka bar (Ka barti eedi)
kaaka naani (Ka koogo)
kaaka nuunu (Ka ak66go)
kaaka neeni (Ka ak66go)
kaaka guayu (Ka wok66go)
kaaka guuyu (Ka yek66go)
kaaka ka galgitan (Ka yek66go)
apa naani (Ka kaaka)
apa nuunu (Ka aaka)
apine neeni (Ka aaka)
apa guayu (Ka kaaka)
apa guuyu (Ka waakano)
apine ka galgitan (Ka iyeaaka)
hanta (-tan pl.) (Ka naas6)
hanta ka jumu (Ka ange naaso)
hanta ka hing'asi (Ka anza naaso)
toidi (Ka tuidi)
kali (Ka kali [second-born child])
c'ene (c'enegan pl.)
c'ene c'ac'6ung' (Ka ishum6 [elder brother])






hanta ka baski (Ka baski naaso)
hanta ka kaakine (Ka koogo naaso)









hanta ka c'ene (Ka ishumo naaso)
k'ambi (Ka k'ambi)



































messenger to negotiate for
marriage















woman who commits adultery
aiyanishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.) (Ka keemidiina)
gaido (Ka gaido)
hiari ka gaado (Ka gaido warsa)




hur ka zombo (Ka zombo eedi)




nia neeni (Ka me anti)
belmo (Ka bel)
c'ene ka jumu (Ka ange kana)






haara [one who is proposed, but whose parents have not
yet agreed]
alalimeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.) (Ka lalimidiina)
lalimo (Ka lalimo)

























to assist in delivery
name
to give a name
godfather
godmother
[godfather] to give a name
to bring up children
aurk'iyaa (-k'ayaa 1. pl.) (Ka sermaidiina)
ahits'adiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pl.) (Ka its'aidiina)
ajiisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.) (Ka adidiina)
turaa (3. sg.) (Ka adaidiina)
hanta diini (Ka naaso shoori)
piisi (Ka biiza)
manti (Ka manti)
haagi jiisishen (Ka adima adisa eedi)
ajiisishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)
rong' (Ka naabi)
ak'eesiminiyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.) (Ka k'eesimidiina)
mogu [A godfather makes a male baby hold a bow, and
gives him a name.]
baasire [A godmother cuts the umbilical cord of a female
baby.]
aaiyaa taarung' (aayayaa 1. pl.) [lit. to give a bow]









to look after [a child]
to suckle




agebishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
amankiiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka manka)
auisheyaa (-iteyaa 1. pI.) (Ka k'oosha)
auiyaa (-uyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka k' oca)
seek6 (Ka seek6)




























to stoop because of age
hur (-an pI.) (Ka eedi)
jumu (-man pI.) (Ka ange)
haagi (-gan pI.) (Ka me)
hanta (-tan pI.) (Ka naaso)
hing'asi (hing'atan pI.) (Ka anza)
hur barsha (Ka barsha)
agebishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
akoriyaa kit (-rayaa 1. pI.) (Ka kaama takada)
hur tac'i (Ka eedi gebi)
agec'iiyaa (-c'iyayaa 1. pI.) (Ka gec'idiina)
haagi orn (Ka goor geco)
hur gec'o (Ka eedi geco)












aarshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
arshen
ubaai








































akiyajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
ahashciuyaa (-shciwayaa 1. pI.)
ameisiyaa (-iteyaa 1. pI.)
abaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pl..)
aasikemeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
auhiyaa lei (akobayaa 1. pI.)
awaiyaa (awawayaa 1. pI.)
awaiyaa (awawayaa 1. pI.)
mermer
asiuyaa (asiwayaa 1. pI.)
akuukumeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ooshimi























































to tell a lie
to deceive
to conceal [a fact]




















a type of dance
a type of dance
feather headdress
container for ostrich feather
to dance in a line
song
to sing
to sing a humming tune during
dancing
drum
to beat [a drum]
a kind of flute
to play flute
hole of flute
a kind of musical instrument




to lead dancing or singing
leader of dancing or singing
ag6isheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ageeshiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pl.)
geeso
awaisheyaa (-iteyaa 1. pI.)
shoro (-ran pI.)
ashor6shiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
adiikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.) [cf. to make a joke]
ag6miyaa ke shen [lit. to hold in mind]
ainshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
abaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
ag6reniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.) [cf. to quarrel]
aboyaiiyaa (-iyayaa 1. pI.)
ag66shiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
anasiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
amariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
a6idiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
aharugeyaa (aharugeteyaa 1. pI.)
ainweniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ameisheyaa (ameiteyaa 1. pI.)
awaiyaa (awawayaa 1. pI.)
awarsiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
anasiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
arigisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ahinshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)
atamarishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
atuaniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
abang'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pI.) [lit. to jump]
hiari
hiari ka bang'en [lit. dance of jumping.]





akiuyaa (-iwayaa 1. pI.)
aguumiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
tarbi [from the Kara language]
amuriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI)
turung6t
atibiiyaa turung6t (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
purta (Ka pura)
tingilaapo [from the Kara language. One which is made of
three iron bars.]
c6ngu
ahericeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI) (Ka shukum6)
pisika
adaashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)































to provoke sb. to fight
to settle a dispute









to defend oneself from being
beaten
to defend sb. from being beaten:
to grip one's throat
ameishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ad6ariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
atameyaa (-miteyaa 1. pI.)
ag6reniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
akaasimeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
abaliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
akansiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
akeliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
aashiniyaa ye ag6miyaa (aashinayaa ye ag6mayaa 1. pI.)
amuriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
adaashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ak6amiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
abang'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pI.)
apakesheyaa (-eteyaa 1. pI.)
ak6miyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
ab6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
amaanishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ashakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
akeriyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
ac66liyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)




























to ask for [sth.]
to refuse to give















aaiyaa (aayayaa 1. pI.)
okwe
ab66yaa (ab6wayaa 1. pI.)
ak6domiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
awashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
aiw6niyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aharigineyaa (-ginteyaa 1. pI.)
akasiiyaa (-siyayaa 1. pI.)
auarung'iyaa (-ng'ayaa 1. pI.)





acaiiyaa baja (-iyayaa 1. pI.)
airikemeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aiweniyaa kooy6n (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aainiyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
baja
agureniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aw6ciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)

































































to be a neighbor of sb.
appointment
to make an appointment with
sb.
to meet
to go to meet sb.
to invite
to wait
to make sb. wait
to visit
to ask sb. to stay




















azelmeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
akaabiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
akashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
aekindiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.)
akatiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.) [cf. to beat]
shalki
agebishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
emuno (emgan pI., phonetically engan)
komana (-nan pI.)
belmo [The man in the other ethnic group with whom a
Koegu has a kind of friendship.]
atabiniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
asawa
asauyaa asawa (asawayaa 1. pI.)
alimuneyaa (aliminteyaa 1. pI.)
auapusheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aakisheyaa
akaaliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
akaalishiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
awashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
adooriiyaa (ag6rayaa 1. pI.)
aaiyaa guar (aayayaa 1. pI.) [lit. to give a way]
to? 0 ka tamaari




ahiiweniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ooshi
alemineyaa (aleminteyaa 1. pI.)
boor6



















country of the Koegu
flag
boundary






























65-16 to set free
65-17 to save, rescue











awaakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
peen
kanbi (-ban pI.)
ajigiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
par,luk
a6tiyaa (-tayaa 1. pl.)
par
salup
agukiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)




ag6miyaa gaal (-mayaa 1. pI.)
aiyanishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
aniishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
acuuliyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
arishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
abuudiyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
awashiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
aliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
ashurkiyaa (abakeyayaa 1. pI.)
akuiyaa muura (apayayaa 1. pI.) [lit. to go to spy]
akuiyaa par (apayayaa 1. pI.) [lit. to go to fighting]



































to want to drink coffee
to want a man to drink coffee
to hope
to be surprised
anashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
ac'agiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
ac'anc'umiyaa (-mayaa 1. pI.)
akaabumeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
amanishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pl.)
ashuudiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.)
a6g6riyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
amaanishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ak'6kshiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
anashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
amariyaa (-rayaa 1. pI.)
ash6b6liyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
a6shiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
a6shiyaa bunna maten
a6shiyaa hur mate bunna
ahawiyaa (-wayaa 1. pI.)
atarkeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)







































to have a sexual intercourse
auubeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
akat'umeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ariijiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
akaaliiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pI.)
arigishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
rige
amanishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
adaciyaa (-cayaa 1. pI.)
agaakisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
arusheniyaa ruma (-nayaa 1. pI.)
awarshiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
arigisheniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
ab66kindiiyaa (-diyayaa 1. pI.)
agaakishiniyaa (-nayaa 1. pl.)
adarbashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
anashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
ag6miyaa lado (-mayaa 1. pI.)
aasikeminiyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)








































to be a correct answer


















to make a joke
akaabiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
agershineyaa (agershinteyaa 1. pI.)
ashauniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aibajiyaa (-jayaa 1. pI.)
atamariiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pI.)
anababiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
awaiyaa (awawayaa 1. pI.)
awaiken (awayaken 1. pI.)
warakat
kuluk, liki
aiyekinshiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
sh6ro
akishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
warakat
azaakiiyaa (-kiyayaa 1. pI.) [from the Kara language]
akaabiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
anashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
azermeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
aremineyaa okwe gara (areminteyaa 1. pI.)
augushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
ashakiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
ac66liyaa (-layaa 1. pI.)
anikiyaa aan etini [lit. I cut me by oneself]





adiikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
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to become reduced in number
all people
how many people?
to increase in number
















































alemeyaa (alemteyaa 1. pI.)
awatiyaa (-tayaa 1. pI.)
jakenaa (3. sg.)
sidiaa (3. sg.)
ayekinshiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
akashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)




bon [from the Kara language]
'bing'
69. Religion
69-01 god bariyo [fronl the Kara language]



















spirit of the dead
charm for keeping off evil spirits:
omen
witchcraft






asikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
caunishaa (3. sg.)






anurgushiyaa (-shayaa 1. pI.)
nurgushugu
aashiiyaa (-shiyayaa 1. pI.)
auaniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
marisha
aniishiyaa marisha [lit. to kill a sacrifice]
XIV. THINGS























to break into pieces
slice
hole
to make a hole
side
front surface
front surface of a leather mat
reverse side of a leather mat
bottom
corner
corner of a river
opposite side of a river
slope of a river bank






asubiiyaa (-biyayaa 1. pI.)
jalijul6ung'
higin (-nan pI.)
















































































































































ak66diyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
ahajiiyaa (-jiyayaa 1. pl.)




amacariiyaa (-riyayaa 1. pI.)
zargi
boldi [a coat color]
nabal [a coat color]
turga [a coat color]
lungi
bala [A coat color. The black colored cattle with a white
head.]

















[the sun] to rise
sun-rise
[the sun] to set
sun-set
to dawn
[the sun] to shine




[shuushi] tulaa (3. sg.)
tulen ka shuusi
[shuushi] dekaa (3. sg.)
deken ka shuushi
ahanishaa (3. sg.)
[shuushi] uushaa (3. sg.)
[shuushi] kecishaa (3. sg.)





































Alnilam of the Orion's belt
the left star of the Orion's belt




































zeeze [from the Kara language. A bad omen. When he sees
a shooting star, one says a spell "'donk par, 'dar 'dar 'dar"








[got] watiaa (3. sg.)
alacimeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
[got] jakenaa (3. sg.)
ziili
shaada [A bad omen. When a partial rainbow appears,
someone is harmed by a buffalo or a human being.]
['durum] lalimenaa (3. sg.)
maken
[got] makaa (3. sg.)
muren ka got
[got] muraa (3. sg.)
kera
cerati





































[lamp] to become lit










[kera] jeaa jirijir (3. sg.)
uushaa (3. sg.)
audubiyaa (-bayaa 1. pI.)
udubenaa (3. sg.)







aerigiiyaa (-giyayaa 1. pI.)






























gaak cari [lit. sharp mountain]
g6ben
g6baa (3. sg.)














































deep part of a river
to be deep












to come to the surface
to sink
to salvage
to cross [a river]
bridge
to cross [a bridge]






















[mwa] arushaa, waakaa (3. sg.)
t6uma
6ngolei (-n pI.)
ay6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)
aciiwaa at61iyaa
adekiyaa
ajuhiyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.)
ak6waleniyaa (-nayaa 1. pI.)
giale
ak6tiyaa [giale]
ac6ahiyaa (-hayaa 1. pI.)
shagmat
gagi
akuwaliyaa (-layaa I. pI.)
i?bai
ar6kiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)












to go into water
to jump into water
[water] to become muddy
to stir
[water] to splash
[water] to become clean




adekiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)





[mwa] icenaa (3. sg.)


































to fill [a hole]
to stick [sth.] into the ground
to ram [sth.] into the ground
daari
bai










ak'6diyaa (-dayaa 1. pI.)
ajugiyaa (-gayaa 1. pI.)
atutukiyaa (-kayaa 1. pI.)





































































































































ke shuu ahur jigen
oka giyagon
tajo [The Koegu calendar is a kind of the lunar one, which












XVIII. NATURE OF THINGS




















































































































aingishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)
kece
kecishaa (3. sg.)
akecfshishiyaa (-shayaa 1. pi.)
c'erata
c'eratishaa (3. sg.)


















ashageniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)





















there is, there are
to buzz
to fan
: jakenaa (3. sg.)
a6idiyaa [ashikien] (-dayaa 1. pi.)
analiiyaa (-liyayaa 1. pi.)
awaikeniyaa (-nayaa 1. pi.)
ane 0 [sb. possesive] [lit. there is sth. for sb.]
amaatiiyaa (-tiyayaa 1. pi.)
ashikiyaa (-kayaa 1. pi.)
ane
irugaa (3. sg.) [a car, an airplane, etc.]








bag made from a buffalo hide
for gathering honey









































ha?ang' (gita?an ha?ang' pI.)

























nanda ka 0, wanda ka 0
gai e














































amai (1. sg.) [verb]
kiani ye
-0 ung'
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INDEX
A 28-16 anthill 21-06 banana
09-01 anus 19-15 to bandage
49-53 to abandon 59-37 to apologize 27-73 barbet
61-01 to abuse 63-20 appointment 71-20 Bariendelo is farther
24-07 Abyssinian colobus 48-22 to approach than Kodo.
48-46 to accompany, to go 78-39 April 23-02 to bark
together 40-28 area around cooking 20-08 bark of tree
43-51 to accomplish stone 23-08 to be barren
63-09 to accuse 29-11 area around a hipbone 56-21 to be barren
13-18 [head] to ache 03-01 arm 41-09 base of chair (41-07)
17-01 to ache, be painful 02-11 armpit 25-33 base ring of trap
20-37 acorn, seed 65-03 army 49-72 basket
43-48 to be active 48-05 to arrive 24-103 bat
01-22 Adam's apple 25-14 arrow 27-35 bateleur
44-17 to add firewood in fire 25-15 arrow shaft 38-12 to bathe
23-40 [female animal] to adopt 66-09 to be ashamed 39-05 beads, necklace
another's offspring 44-03 ashes 39-10 beads-ornament worn
57-09 adult 59-25 to ask a question on the head
24-76 adult female buffalo 62-06 to ask for [sth.] 27-11 beak, bill
24-72 adult male buffalo 63-28 to ask sb. to stay 21-15 beans
43-20 adze 63-37 to assemble [people] 01-17 beard
68-34 a few 43-03 to assist, help 60-13 to beat [a drum]
68-33 a few people 59-33 to assist, help 11-09 [heart] to beat
81-02 affair 56-09 to assist in delivery 11-10 [heart] to beat quickly
27-17 African darter 66-19 to be astonished 42-11 to beat off dust
27-56 African hoopoe 50-06 to attach 80-06 to become
27-47 African j acana 65-20 to attack 57-10 to become aged
27-78 African pitta 84-16 at the time when 79-04 to become bad
27-50 African snipe 78-43 August 79-07 to become big
27-27 African spoonbill 48-54 automobile 20-26 to become big
78-26 afterwards, later 47-41 to avoid 72-10 to become black
68-48 age 73-41 to avoid sunbeam 18-05 to become blind
63-05 age-group 69-03 to be awful 74-10 to become bright
59-30 to agree 22-09 ax 76-39 [water] to become clean
73-33 air 43-19 ax 79-26 to become cold
48-59 airplane 18-03 to become crippled
31-19 alcoholic drink 18-08 to become deaf
58-03 to be alive B 42-15 to become dirty
68-36 all people 36-14 [clothes] to become
73-12 Alnilam of the Orion's 14-05 to babble dirty
belt 24-02 baboon 76-40 [water] to become dirty
68-49 alone 56-05 baby after rain
94-11 also 02-16 back of body 79-45 to become fat
78-32 always 26-11 back of fish 31-30 to become fermented
84-10 and 06-03 back of hand 32-23 to become full
39-26 animal hide worn by old 02-14 back of waist 79-02 to become good
men on the back 05-11 backbone 35-10 [food] to become hard
48-65 animal path to water's 79-03 bad 79-18 to become heavy
edge 81-03 bag made from a buffalo 7~23 to become hot
48-62 animal trail hide for gathering honey 32-04 [water] to become hot
04-08 ankle 01-06 baldness 13-02 to become ill
56 O. HIEDA
79-20 to become light 24-89 to bell one's arms
74-12 [lamp] to become lit 43-16 bellows 47-42 to block the way
79-14 to become long 02-08 belly, abdomen 47-46 [sth.] to block the way
50-17 to become loose 39-18 belt-like ornament for 05-13 blood
50-23 [nail] to become loose girls decorated with 13-20 bloody diarrhea
57-07 to become mature beads 11-16 to blow
76-36 [water] to become 51-01 to bend 73-38 [wind] to blow
muddy 47-09 to bend deeply 43-17 to blow bellows
35-22 to become musty 47-08 to bend over 44-10 to blow fire
17-09 to become numb 55-21 betrothed woman 11-07 to blow one's nose
56-01 to become pregnant 48-58 bicycle 24-06 blue monkey
74-16 to become quiet 79-05 big 43-35 board
72-09 to become red 28-13 big ant 48-16 to board [a boat]
68-35 to become reduced in 79-06 big dog 76-29 boat
number 24-30 big female elephant 02-01 body
20-28 to beconle ripe 24-38 big female hippo 02-03 body hair
20-21 to become ripe 24-08 big male Abyssinian 32-02 to boil, to stew
20-29 to become ripe colobus 32-03 [water] to boil
35-19 to become rotten 24-03 big male baboon 32-07 to boil over
32-15 [meat] to become rotten 24-66 big male buck 31-13 boiled beans
34-29 to become satisfied 24-68 big male buffalo 31-14 boiled cowpea
35-14 [food] to become 24-78 big male crocodile 05-01 bone
scorched 24-29 big male elephant 05-02 bone marrow
35-18 [meat] to become 24-51 big male giraffe 26-10 bone of fish
scorched 24-57 big male greater kudu 29-01 bone of lower jaw
51-15 to become sharp 24-37 big male hippo 67-09 book
79-36 to become sharp 24-19 big male hyena 56-04 to be born
79-16 to become short 24-15 big male leopard 62-17 to borrow
79-09 to become small 24-11 big male lion 33-09 bottle
35-13 to become soft 24-33 big male warthog 70-12 bottom
51-29 to become soft 24-62 big male waterbuck 41-08 bottom of chair (41-07)
51-03 to become straight 79-46 to be big-bellied 64-09 boundary
79-29 to become strong 08-14 bile 22-03 boundary marker of
50-08 to become stuck 61-15 to bind gardens
51-26 to become thin 27-01 bird 22-02 boundary of gardens
17-08 to become tired 27-96 bishop 76-41 bow
36-12 [clothes] to become torn 23-04 to bite 25-12 bow
50-03 to become untied 35-04 to be bitter 23-44 bow for bleeding
79-31 to become weak 72-02 black, dark blue livestock
32-12 to become well cooked 27-36 black kite 25-13 bowstring
72-11 to become white 27-68 black-billed hornbill 49-71 box
36-11 [clothes] to become 72-26 black-headed 57-04 boy
worn out 27-85 black-headed gonolek 08-01 brain
72-12 to become yellow 27-95 blackish weaver 25-34 branch at which a trap is
41-01 bed 43-13 blacksmith fastened
28-01 bee 43-18 blacksmith's workshop 48-67 [road] to branch off
28-05 bee larva 59-28 to blame 23-56 brand (of livestock)
27-65 bee-eater 20-09 blanch 31-17 bread
31-21 beer 41-04 blanket 52-13 to break into pieces
63-35 to beg 15-02 to bleed 70-04 to break into pieces
71-21 behind 23-43 to bleed animals with 43-56 to break up [a gun]
72-08 beige bow and arrow 11-35 to break wind
11-25 to belch 19-16 to bleed by cupping 02-06 breast
23-60 bell, cowbell 18-07 blind person 05-07 breastbone
24-95 to bell 47-43 to block sb's way with 11-11 breath
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11-12 to breathe 33-21 can, tin 64-05 chief
11-14 to breathe in 10-17 canine 64-06 chief's homestead
11-15 to breathe out 65-22 cannon 54-26 child
11-13 to breathe quickly 39-08 cap, hat 54-30 child other than first-
31-23 to brew 24-49 Cape pangolin born child
31-24 to brew "boka" 65-10 to capture an enemy 31-33 chili pepper
55-05 bride 23-05 to capulate 01-16 chin
55-07 bride wealth 24-17 caracal 43-30 chisel
55-06 bridegroom 67-28 to be careful 65-13 to choke
76-25 bridge 27-64 Carmine bee-eater 53-03 to choose
49-44 to bridge 49-26 to carry 28-11 cicada
49-13 to bring [sth.] 49-73 to carry [a basket] 48-30 to circle ahead
55-09 to bring a bride wealth 49-14 to carry away 57-08 to circumcise
56-15 to bring up children 40-39 to carry luggage by hand 63-03 clan
42-03 broom 49-16 to carryon a pole 63-04 clan names
54-31 brother/ sister 49-22 to carry [sth.] on one's 23-58 clan's ear mark of
55-16 brother's wife back livestock
72-07 brown 49-19 to carry [sth.] on one's 60-21 to clap hands
38-02 to brush one's teeth head 24-13 claw, fingernail
32-05 to bubble because of 40-42 carrying basket 43-38 clay for pottery
boiling 49-17 carrying pole 42-16 to be clean
24-65 a kind of buck 27-05 cartilage 42-01 to clean
33-20 bucket 25-22 cartridge 23-38 to clean milk container
24-67 buffalo 43-25 to carve [wood] by smoking
40-02 to build 25-24 case 73-28 [sky] to clear up
23-10 bull 23-24 to castrate 67-26 to be clever
25-23 bullet 24-96 cat 75-07 cliff
15-06 bump, lump 13-05 to catch cold 48-19 to climb [a tree]
47-39 to bump against 48-27 to catch up with sb. 48-20 to climb down
49-66 to bundle up 23-09 cattle 09-05 clitoris
27-89 bunting 55-04 cattle speared on the day 50-28 [sth.] to close
16-04 burn of wedding 47-27 to close the eyes
44-08 to burn [wood] 75-09 cave 23-49 to close the gate of kraal
44-09 [sth.] to burn 73-25 [rain] to cease 37-06 cloth
16-03 to burst open 39-13 chain for ornaments 36-02 clothes for female
58-04 to bury 48-09 to change direction 36-01 clothes for male
24-59 bushbuck 44-20 charcoal 36-05 to clothe sb.
27-41 bustard 69-07 charm for keeping off 73-17 cloud
31-36 butter evil spirits 73-18 cloud
28-07 butterfly 25-09 to chase 05-15 coagulated blood
62-10 to buy 61-16 to chase away 23-33 coagulated milk film
80-09 to buzz 25-11 to chase away loudly which develops on the
59-07 to chatter surface when heated
62-14 to be cheap 31-47 coffee
C 01-14 cheek 21-08 coffee beans
23-32 cheese 13-04 cold
21-07 calabash 24-27 cheetah 79-25 cold
33-05 calabash bottle 02-05 chest 73-34 cold air
23-14 calf 34-03 to chew 05-06 collarbone
04-07 calf of leg 34-04 to chew 53-01 to collect
59-14 to call 34-05 to chew 27-69 colour-billed hornbill
59-15 to call [a distant person 34-02 to chew and eat hard 38-22 colorful tattoo on the
loudly] 31-44 chewing tobacco face
16-14 callosity 27-08 chick 38-04 comb
23-20 camel 27-02 chicken 38-03 to comb
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48-11 to come 76-26 to cross [a bridge] 58--02 death
50-11 [two things stuck to 76-24 to cross [a river] 62-19 debt
each other] to come 48-42 to cross [a road] 59-23 to deceive
apart 76-27 to cross [a river on foot] 78-47 December
80-01 [sth.] to come to an end 76-28 crossing point 67-17 to decide
76-21 to come to the surface 47--05 to crouch 40-11 to decorate
36--07 [clothes] to come off 27--03 to crow 76--08 to be deep
48-70 to come out 27-103 crow 76--07 deep part of a river
20-02 to come out 34--06 to crunch 45-16 to deepen a well
59-35 to command 35-16 crumb 65--06 to be defeated
67-23 to commit suicide 35-15 crust 11-33 to defecate
53--02 to compare 27-55 cuckoo 65-21 to defend
59-24 to conceal [a fact] 39-29 cudgel, heavy stick 61-18 to defend oneself from
50-05 to connect 22--07 to cultivate being beaten
59-40 to consult 22-01 cultivating field 61-19 to defend sb. from being
60-07 container for ostrich 19-17 cupping-horn beaten
feather 19-21 to cure 66-32 to despise
73-23 [rain] to continue 01--04 curly hair 52-15 to destroy [a house]
32--01 to cook 61--02 to curse 73-36 dew
31-15 to cook stiff porridge 69-11 curse 29--Q9 dewlap
32-13 to cook well 69-12 to curse 13-19 diarrhea
33--01 cooking pot 52-01 to cut 58--01 to die
32-16 cooking-stone 37-16 to cut by scissors 72-17 to be different
16-13 corn 23-59 to cut clan's ear mark 43-54 to be difficult
70-13 corner 20--06 to cut down 79-40 difficult
70-14 corner of a river 38--07 to cut hair by scissors 77-13 to dig
67-13 to correct 52--03 to cut into pieces 22-27 to dig out
67-10 to be a correct answer 25-45 to cut off meat from 24-52 dik-dik
21-13 cotton bones with a knife 45--05 to dip
11-21 to cough 25-46 to cut off meat from 59-31 to disagree
13-17 to cough bones by hand 12--05 to disappear
68-30 to count 22-04 to cut off the bushes and 30-05 disease caused by louse
64--07 country of the Koegu clear the ground 51-19 to disentangle
27-44 courser 25-40 to cut open the belly 32-21 to dish up food, to pour
40-34 courtyard 37-17 to cut to pieces by 66-11 to dislike
54-39 cousin scissors 15-11 to be dislocated
49-63 to cover 23-61 cutting tail 63-40 disobedient person
41--03 to cover oneself with 61--04 to dispute, quarrel
[sth.] 53--04 to distinguish
33-11 to cover with a lid D 43--04 to disturb sb.'s work
23-12 cow 76-33 to dive
66-23 to be coward 60-03 dance 47-40 to divert
21-12 cowpea 60-04 a type of dance 50-25 to divide
52-11 to crack [sth.] 60-05 a type of dance 68-43 to divide
52-12 [sth.] to crack 60-01 to dance 19-25 to divine by animal
16-17 to crack in the foot 60-02 to dance intestines
19--07 to crack one's joint 60--08 to dance in a line 19-27 to divine by blowing
27--04 to crackle 47-38 to dangle coffee
47-20 to crawl 74--06 darkness 19-26 to divine by throwing
69--02 to create 40-15 to daub soil on wall sandals
27-13 crest 54-28 daughter 55-22 to divorce
24-46 crested porcupine 73--08 to dawn 55-23 divorce
27-91 crimsonwing 78-12 to dawn 13--09 dizziness, fainting
18-04 crippled person 78--02 day 17--04 dizziness
24-77 crocodile 74--04 daylight 80-07 to do
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19-24 doctor, nurse 73-42 east F
23-01 dog 43-53 to be easy
23-19 donkey 79-39 easy 01-07 face
40--04 door 34-01 to eat 47-29 to face at
27-52 a kind of dove 59-16 echo 49-78 [sth.] to face toward
27-53 a kind of dove 13-15 edema, nephritis 80-04 to fail
71-06 down 27-05 egg 13-22 faint, sunstroke
76-13 downstream 27-20 egret 17-11 to faint
46-11 to doze 27-32 Egyptian goose 84-08 fairly
28-10 dragonfly 68-08 eight 20-07 to fall down
67-15 to draw 68-18 eighteen 47-19 to fall down
72-14 to draw a line 68-27 eighty 49-39 [tree] to fall down
44-19 to draw firewood from 24-58 eland 66-27 to fall into a trance
fire 03-07 elbow during dancing
45-14 to draw water 54-32 elder brother/sister 54-42 family
46-05 to dream 24-28 elephant 34-26 famine
46-06 dream 24-43 elephant shrew 19-19 to fan
34-09 to drink 68-11 eleven 80-10 to fan
34-20 to drink up 66-34 to embrace 24-35 fang (of warthog)
45-21 to drip 43-49 to employ 71-16 far
48-56 to drive [a car] 32-25 to empty [a bottle] 71-17 farness
61-17 to drive out 32-26 [bottle] to be empty 11-34 fart
27-99 drongo 59-39 to encourage 71-19 farther
49-10 to drop [sth.] 70-03 end 48-60 fast, quickly
49-11 [sth.] to drop onto the 66-26 to endure 23-55 to fasten, to tie
ground 65-07 enemy 29-12 fat around the tail of
60-12 drum 13-14 enlarged liver sheep
11-06 dried mucus 51-18 to entangle 25-48 fatty meat
36-18 [washings] to dry 48-12 to enter 66-20 to fear
45-13 dry cloth 13-21 epilepsy 27-10 feather
45-11 to dry [sth.] over fire 72-15 to be equal 60-06 feather headdress
78-27 dry season 49-35 to erect 39-24 feather ornament worn
27-31 duck 65-14 to escape on the head
24-64 duiker 65-18 to escape from 78-37 February
79-38 dull 08-05 esophagus 11-32 feces
25-16 dull arrowhead 78-09 evening 23-46 to feed (animals)
18-10 dumb person 78-20 every day 34-14 to feed, make sb. eat
84-15 during 62-22 to exchange 67-20 to feel anxious
78-06 during the night 62-13 to be expensive 66-30 to feel ashamed
42-09 dust 19-20 to expose oneself to the 66-25 to feel displeased
42-14 dust-cloth wind to feel cool 34-25 to feel hungry
44-11 to extinguish fire 66-04 to feel lonely
19-08 to extract a thorn by 46-13 to feel lTIuddled after
E pulling with fingers waking up
19-09 to extract a thorn by 17-06 to feel nausea
27-34 eagle, falcon using another thorn 66-01 to feel pleased
01-18 ear 19-10 to extract a thorn by 66-05 to feel sad
10-19 ear using a knife 46-10 to feel sleepy
20-35 ear of sorghum 01-10 eye 34-28 to feel thirsty
10-20 earlobe 10-01 eye 67-21 to feel uneasy
78-07 early morning 13-16 eye disease 49-38 to fell [a tree]
39-12 earring for women 10-05 eyeball 49-79 to fell [sth.]
which is made of metal, 10-02 eyebrow 24-85 female
beads and a white metal 10-04 eyelash 24-53 female dik-dik
ball 10-03 eyelid 24-34 female warthog
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40-32 to fence 27-21 flamingo 68-14 fourteen
40-31 fence for cattle kraal 45-08 to flap off water 27-39 francolin
40-43 fence of the village 74-03 to flash 23-30 fresh milk
40-44 to fence the village 22-22 flat grind stone 63-18 friend
31-28 to ferment [honey mead] 51-06 to flatten 66-21 to frighten
70-19 ferry spot 79-43 to be flattened 66-22 to be frightened
17-14 fever 76-20 to float 24-100 a kind of frog
17-15 to be feverous 76-16 flood 39-11 frog-like ornament for
79-12 few 40-17 floor men on which feathers
68-15 fifteen 31-02 flour are put
68-24 fifty 20-13 flower 71-01 front
65-02 to fight 20-14 flower of true grasses 70-09 front surface
61-06 to fight 60-14 a kind of flute 70-10 front surface of a
65-24 fighting stick 28-08 fly leather mat
43-33 file 27-105 to fly 20-15 fruit
43-34 to file a chair (41-07) 27-83 flycatcher 20-16 a species of fruit
32-22 to fill [a bottle] 32-06 to foam 20-17 a species of fruit
77-14 to fill [a hole] 45-02 foam on the surface of 20-18 a species of fruit
43-09 to fill a crack of pot or water 20-19 a species of fruit
boat 73-20 fog 20-20 a species of fruit
34-19 to fill one's mouth 73-35 to fog 32-11 to fry
31-31 to filter 41-17 to fold a mat 79-44 to be full
12-04 to find 25-05 to follow 25-43 fur
79-41 fine, good 48-25 to follow 78-19 future
03-03 finger 19-14 to foment
06-08 fingernail 31-01 food
39-06 finger-ring 31-12 a kind of food made G
68-40 to be finished from the mixture of
44-01 fire sorghum and beans 08-13 gall-bladder
40-09 fireplace outside the hut 35-17 food which is left stuck 10-18 gapped central incisors
44-07 fire stick to the bottom of the pot 48-71 to gather [vL]
44-15 firewood after sharing 49-62 to gather [sth.]
54-29 first-born child 14-08 fool 44-16 to gather firewood
26-01 fish 67-27 to be fool 44-18 to gather firewood to the
26-15 a species 0 f fish 14-07 to be foolish center of fire
26-16 a species of fish 14-06 foolishness 42-04 to gather up rubbish
26-17 a species of fish 07-01 foot with a broom
26-18 a species of fish 07-05 footprint 24-20 genet
26-19 a species 0 f fish 07-06 footsteps 62-03 to get, receive
26-20 a species of fish 84-12 for 15-07 to get a bump
26-21 a species of fish 68-47 for the first time 40-16 to get a crack
26-22 a species of fish 03-06 forearm 15-12 to get a part of body
26-02 to fish 06-06 forefinger, middle barked
26-03 to fish by net finger, third finger 67-24 to get accustomed to
26-04 to fish with line 01-08 forehead 66-24 to get angry
26--05 fishhook 29-02 forelimb 53-05 to get back
26--06 fishing trap 75-10 forest 62-05 to get back
26-12 fish ovary 43-12 to forge 16-05 to get burnt
26--08 fish scale 67--02 to forget 16-07 to get burnt seriously
06--04 to fist 59-38 to forgive 35-08 [sth.] to get cold
37-11 [clothes] to fit 49-29 to form a line 74-09 to get dark
68-05 five 68-23 forty 48-15 to get down
43-10 to fix a blade to the 76-05 fountain 31-25 to get drunk
handle 68-04 four 23-23 to get fat
64-08 flag 78-34 four days ago 55-01 to get married
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48-17 to get off a boat 59-18 to greet 39-09 headband for men
48-14 to get on 59-19 greeting 49-21 head pad
47-44 to get out of the way 27-22 grey heron 12-13 to hear
61-05 to get reconciled 27-67 grey hornbill 08--03 heart
51-17 [string] to get tangled 11-29 to be grimy 30--04 heartattack
16-09 to get water blister 22-21 to grind 17--05 heartburn
23-34 ghee, oil made from 61-20 to grip one's throat 13-12 heart disease
milk 17-13 to groan 79-17 heavy
27-60 giant kingfisher 77--01 ground 24-42 hedgehog
24-91 to gibber 27-66 ground hornbill 07--04 heel
24-93 to gibber 24-45 ground squirrel 23-16 he-goat
26--07 gill 20--04 to grow 23-13 heifer
24-50 giraffe 56-16 to grow 49-20 to help sb. to put up a
57--05 girl 20-30 to grow up luggage on the head
39-16 girls' belt 31--09 gruel 47--02 to help sb. to sit
62-01 to give 24-90 to grunt 36--08 to help sb. undress
56-11 to give a name 63-17 guest 37-14 to hem
56-14 [godfather] to give a 48-44 to guide, to show 23-50 to herd (animals)
name around 23-53 herder
23--06 to give birth 27-40 guinea fowl 23-52 herd of livestock
56--03 to give birth 25-21 gun 82-10 here
34-13 to give food 65-23 gun 27-19 heron
62-16 to give order 25-25 gunpowder 11-23 to hiccup
33-16 glass, cup 24-81 hide
74--02 to glitter 49-34 to hide
22-23 globe grind stone H 47-48 to hide oneself
34-22 to gnaw (as a rat) 75--02 hill
48--01 to go 24-82 hair 02-17 hip
48--04 to go ahead of sb. 02-12 hair of armpit 05-12 hip bone
48-21 to go down 24-31 hair of elephant tail 24-36 hippo
76-14 to go downstream 01--02 hair of head 54-16 his/her grandfather
76-34 to go into water 68-45 half 54-22 his/her grandmother
14--02 to go mad 33--06 half calabash bottle 54--03 his/her father
44-12 [fire] to go out 27-23 hamerkop 54--09 his/her mother
48-13 to go out 43-14 hammer 55-13 his wife
48-51 to go out of sight 03--02 hand 52--09 to hit
63-23 to go to meet sb. 06--01 hand 43-15 to hit [with a hammer]
75--06 to go up a slope 22-10 handle of a hoe 22--08 hoe
76-12 to go upstream 43-29 handle of a knife 49--07 to hold [sth.] in a hand
23-15 goat 49-43 to hang [sth.] hanging
69-01 god 67-22 to hang oneself 49-06 to hold in one's arm
56-12 godfather 35-11 to be hard 34-12 to hold on the teeth
56-13 godmother 31-10 hard gruel 49-08 to hold under one's arm
79-01 good 31--05 hard porridge 70--06 hole
64-01 to govern 24-60 hartebeest 77-12 hole
40-30 granary 22-13 to harvest 60-16 hole of a flute
54-34 grandchild 22-12 harvesting knife 40-33 home, village
47-33 to grasp a hand 80--05 [sb.] to have 28--02 honey
49-03 to grasp in hand firmly 17-16 to have diarrhea 27-76 honeyguide
20-01 grass, weed 56--02 to have morning 31-27 honey juice for children
75-11 grassland sickness 31-26 honey mead
58--05 grave 66-36 to have a sexual 29-07 hoof
24-56 greater kudu intercourse 66-16 to hope
27-80 greenbul 82--03 he, she 23-26 horn
27-54 green pigeon 01--01 head 23-21 horse
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35-03 to be hot J 75-12 land
79-22 hot 59-03 language
78-29 hour 24-21 jackal 05-08 large rib
83-07 how many, how much? 78-36 January 39-25 large sheep skin worn by
68-37 how many people? 01-15 jaw women on the front
62-12 how much? 05-03 joint 24-87 large spotted
24-94 to howl 48-53 journey 72-22 large spotted
48-64 human path to water's 63-12 to judge 46-14 late riser who is
edge 78-42 July muddled after waking
29-10 hump 47-36 to jump up
68-29 hundred 24-101 [frog] to jump 66-02 to laugh
34-24 hunger 48-18 to jump down 69-10 to lay a curse on sb.
25-01 to hunt 76-35 to jump into water 27-06 to lay egg
25-02 hunter 61-09 to jump upon sb. 23-51 to lead (animals) back
48-37 to hurry 48-66 junction 6(}-22 to lead dancing or
55-10 husband 78-41 June singing
55-14 husband's elder brother 48-47 to lead the way
55-17 husband's sister 6(}-23 leader of dancing or
55-15 husband's younger K singing
brother 20-12 leaf
40-01 hut 65-09 Kara 47-23 to lean against
13-07 hydrocele testis 23-45 to keep (animals) 49-41 to lean [sth.] against
24-18 hyena 59-10 to keep silent 67-05 to learn
61-13 to kick 41-02 leather mat
65-11 to kidnap 39-20 leather ornament worn
08-17 kidney beneath the knee
25-38 to kill 48-02 to leave
82-01 I 65-12 to kill 49-09 to leave [sth.], to let go
27-24 ibis 27-62 kingfisher 49-15 to leave [sth.] behind
43-47 to be idle 66-35 to kiss 48-03 to leave secretly and
13-01 illness 27-38 kite quietly
24-54 impala, gazelle 45-20 to knead 71-10 left
64-04 important person 04-03 knee 71-11 left hand
63-39 impudent person 04-04 knee-cap 40-25 left side of the hut
78-05 in the morning 47-06 to kneel down 73-13 the left star of the
49-36 to incline 43-28 knife Orion's belt
68-39 to increase and decrease 37-13 to knit 04-01 leg, foot
68-38 to increase in number 40-07 to knock [the door] 21-09 lemon
27-07 to incubate 49-37 to knock over [a person] 62-18 to lend
15-01 to injure 50-04 knot 24-14 leopard
40-27 inner place of the hut 67-04 to know 67-14 letter, paper
71-07 inside 59-04 Koegu language 48-68 to level long weeds
71-08 inside a house 23-47 kraal, enclosure 34-07 to lick
63-11 to inspect sb's 33-10 lid
belongings 59-21 lie
07-03 instep L 46-01 to lie down, sleep
40-14 to interlace sticks, to 47-07 to lie flat
make wall 41-13 ladder 25-07 to lie in wait
08-16 intestine, large 33-08 ladle made from 46-02 to lie on one's back
08-15 intestine, small calabash 49-49 to lift
63-24 to invite 18-12 to be lame 79-19 light
10-06 iris of eye 18-01 to be lame and bent in 72-05 light blue, dark green
77-09 iron the back 74-11 to light up
76-19 island 18-11 to be lame and to walk 73-30 [lightning] to lighten
17-02 to itch slowly 73-29 lightning
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66-10 to like 63-21 to make an appointment 68-44 to measure
84-02 like, as with sb. 37-08 to measure body
15-13 to limp 7o-D7 to make a hole 25-47 meat
24-10 lion 67-29 to make a joke 1~14 meat of gums
01-13 lip 31-37 to make butter from 19-13 medicine
1~11 lip milk 79-11 medium-sized
39-15 lip ornament worn 79-27 to make cold 63-22 to meet
beneath the lips which is 35-09 to make [sth.] cool 63-36 meeting
made of ivory or tooth 34-10 to make sb. drink 31-38 [oil] to melt
of hippo 49-77 to make [sth.] face 31-39 to melt [oil]
59-11 to listen to toward 31-40 [butter] to melt
24-05 little baboon 23-41 to make female animal 67-01 to memorize
06-07 little finger adopt another's 55-08 messenger to negotiate
24-75 little female buffalo offspring for marriage
24-39 little hippo 44-06 to make fire by fire sticks 77-10 metal
24-71 little male buffalo 37-09 to make fitting of 39-03 metal armlet
24-79 little male crocodile clothes 39-01 metal earring
78-24 a little while ago 79-24 to make hot 39-31 metal head of walking
27-84 little yellow flycatcher 48-38 to make sb. hurry stick
4~35 to live 31-35 to make oil 39-07 metal ornament on the
08-11 liver 51-07 to make round [a string] hem of women's skirt
24-102 lizard 51-08 to make round [a clay 71-04 middle, center
49-51 to load ball] 71-18 middle distant
4~38 to load luggage 79-37 to make sharp 41-12 middle part of chair
4o-D6 to lock 47-16 to make sb. slip (41-07)
02-15 loin 51-23 to make [sth.] small 78-11 midnight
79-13 long 43-36 to make smooth [surface 56-08 midwife
27-18 long-tailed cormorant of wood] 23-29 milk
56-17 to look after [a child] 74-15 to make sound 23-35 to milk
12-08 to look around 4~19 to make the ground 23-37 to milk and consume the
12-02 to look at surface smooth milk on the spot
12-03 to look at carefully 51-25 to make [sth.] thin 23-36 milking pot
12-07 to look for 38-19 to make up oneself 25-19 to miss the mark
12-10 to look into 63-26 to make sb. wait 32-29 to mix
5~16 to loosen 24-84 male 45-18 to mix
5~22 to loosen [a nail] 57-02 man 31-29 to mix honey and water
36-10 to loosen the dress 23-22 mane to make honey mead
48-50 to lose one's way 24-12 mane of lion 1~16 molar
49-55 to be lost 68-31 many people 43-37 to mold pottery
66-33 to love 68-32 many things 16-10 mole
02-10 lower belly 27-30 marabou stork 62-11 money
29-04 lower half of hind leg 78-38 March 24-24 a kind of mongoose
04-05 lower part of leg 72-18 mark 24-25 a kind of mongoose
08-06 lung 72-19 to mark, brand 78-21 month
4~41 luggage bag 23-57 to mark brand 73-03 moon
49-25 luggage basket 63-33 market 74-05 moonlight
55-02 marriage, wedding 78-04 morning
27-94 masked weaver 73-16 morning star
M 09-10 masturbation 28-09 mosquito
44-21 match 48-69 mound on the ground
22-05 machete 31-22 material for beer 27-57 mousebird
14-03 mad person 54-36 maternal uncle/aunt 75-01 mountain
14-01 madness 78-40 May 01-12 mouth
21-02 maize 84-05 maybe, maybe not 1(}-10 mouth
43-07 to make 16-20 measles, small pox 49-60 to move [sth.]
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48-23 to move off 78-25 now 63-29 to part [from sb.]
40-36 to move one's residence 19-23 to nurse, to treat 20-10 part at which a branch is
77-D7 mud cut off
34-23 to munch 48-41 to pass avoiding [sth.]
65-D8 Mursi 0 48-40 to pass by
60-17 a kind of musical 78-13 past
instrument 59-36 to obey 50-12 to paste
35-21 must, mold 12-D6 to obstruct the sight 50-13 to paste
54-43 my brother! 78-45 October 24-D9 Patas monkey
54-01 my father 31-34 oil 37-15 to patch
54-14 my grandfather 79-34 old 54-35 paternal uncle/aunt
54-20 my grandmother 24-73 old female buffalo 48-61 path
54-07 my mother 24-69 old male buffalo 13-D3 patient
57-12 old man 62-15 to pay
78-23 old times 64-03 to pay tax
N 57-11 old woman 75-03 peak
69-D8 omen 20-38 to peel
43-21 nail 68-Dl one 20-39 to peel
36-D9 to be naked 84-01 only 50-10 to peel off
56-10 name 4O-D8 to open 12-D9 to peep
01-20 nape 47-26 to open the eyes 43-22 peg
41-10 narrow part of chair 23-48 to open the gate of kraal 25-44 to peg out animal hide
(41-(7) 47-24 to open the legs to dry
72-23 narrow stripe 47-25 to open the mouth 27-16 pelican
I1-D5 nasal mucus 70-15 opposite side of a river 09-()2 penis
02-D9 navel 27-90 oriole finch 57-Dl person
71-14 near 54-41 orphan 11-19 phlegm
71-15 nearness 24-55 oryx 11-08 to pick one's nose
01-19 neck 27-104 ostrich 49-12 to pick up
37-03 needle 54-D4 our father 62-D4 to pick up
63-19 to be a neighbor of sb. 54-17 our grandfather 27-12 to pick up food bit by
54-40 nephew/niece 54-23 our grandmother bit
27-106 nest 54-10 our mother 27-61 pied kingfisher
25-36 net 71-D9 outside 37-04 to pierce
26-13 net 09-D9 ovary 27-63 pigmy kingfisher
79-33 new 65-05 to overcome 77-D3 to pile
55-12 newly married woman 32-24 to overflow 41-D7 pillow, chair for men
59-13 news 48-26 to overtake sb. 41-D5 pillow, chair for women
78-10 night 27-70 owl 41-D6 pillow, chair for women
27-71 nightjar 63-16 owner and young men
68-09 nine 23-11 ox 16-12 pimple
68-19 nineteen 27-100 oxpecker 49-()5 to pinch
68-28 ninety 31-45 pipe
02-07 nipple 25-37 pitfall
47-34 to nod P 09-()7 placenta
78-D8 noon 38-05 to plait hair
73-45 north 49-67 to pack a load 33-13 plate
01-11 nose 40-37 to pack luggage 60-15 to play flute
10-08 nose 76-30 to paddle 27-45 a kind of plover
10-09 nostril 76-31 paddle, oar 27-15 to pluck feather
84-14 not 38-23 paint for smearing on 47-32 to point
23-07 not to become pregnant the body 70-02 point of knife
for a long time 06-D2 palm of hand 35-23 poison
67-08 not to understand 43-27 to pare [wood] 25-51 poison used for 25-50
78-46 November 54-13 parent 25-50 poisonous arrow
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50-19 to poke in R 71-13 right hand
51-10 to polish 40--26 right side of the hut
64-12 poor man 24-44 rabbit 73-14 the right star of the
31--04 porridge 40-29 rafter Orion's belt
40--23 post 73-21 rain 30--03 rinderpest?
33--02 pot [milk] 73-22 to rain 36-16 to rinse
33--03 pot [oil] 73-26 rainbow 73--04 [the sun] to rise
21--04 potato 78-28 rainy season 76--01 river
50--21 to pound in 44-14 to rake out ashes 76-18 river bank
30--06 a kind of pox 42--05 to rake rubbish 48-63 road
59-29 to praise 77-16 to ram [sth.] into the 32-10 to roast
69-04 to pray ground 62-21 to rob
66-12 to prefer 24-48 rat 27-82 robin
43-50 to prepare 24-22 ratel 77--04 rock
49-57 to press against 27-102 raven 49-80 to roll
49-70 to press in 32-14 raw [meat] 41-18 to roll up a mat
19--02 to press swelling in 28--03 raw honey 40--20 roof
order to drain the pus 38-10 razor 40--10 room
19--03 to press swelling with a 67--06 to read 20--11 root
twig in order to drain 71--02 rear 20--25 a root of a species of
the pus 64-13 to reconstruct aquatic plant
19--05 to press with fingers 19-22 to recover 20--23 root of water lily
19--06 to press with finger-tips 72--01 red 43-43 rope
52--08 to prod 27-74 red and yellow berbet 19--01 to rub, to pat
61--07 to provoke sb. to fight 77-08 red soil 50--27 to rub
09-06 pubic hair 65-15 to redeem 51--09 to rub
49-54 to pull 24-63 reedbuck 50--26 to rub off [sth.] by using
50--20 to pull out 28--04 refined honey a stick
49-50 to pull up 59-32 to refuse 38-15 to rub off dirt from the
63-13 to punish 62--07 to refuse to give body
63-32 pupil 68-41 to remain 38-14 torub off water or sweat
10--07 pupil of eye 67--03 to remind from the body
69-13 to purify 42-17 to remove [sth. that is 38-13 to rub one's body
72--06 purple, gray, green stuck] 46-16 to rub one's eye
15--08 pus 47-47 to remove [sth.] out of 42--07 rubbish
49-56 to push the way 42--08 rubbish heap
49-28 to push away [sth.] 43--08 to repair 48-33 to run
49-27 to put, to place 43-11 to replace 48-24 to run away
32-17 to put a pot on fire 59-34 to request 48-34 to run fast
49-52 to put down 68-42 to reserve 48-57 to run over
49-48 to put in 66-31 to respect 77-11 to rust
49-31 to put in disorder 13-13 respiratory disease
49-32 to put in order 59-17 to respond
47-45 to put [sth.] in the way 19-18 to rest S
34-18 to put [sth.] into one's 47-21 to rest one's cheek in
mouth one's hand 49-24 sack
49-42 to put [sth.] on 48-07 to return 27-25 sacred ibis
38-18 to put on accessories 70-11 reverse side of a leather 69-14 sacrifice
43-55 to put together [a gun] mat 69-15 to sacrifice
24-40 rhino 27-29 saddle bill stork
05-10 rib in the back 31-32 salt
Q 40--03 rib of the hut 35--07 to be salty
21-01 rice 76-23 to salvage
48-35 quickly 71-12 right 77--05 sand
84-06 right, sure 36-21 sandals
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27-51 sandgrouse 37-10 to sew 70--08 side
79-47 to be satisfied 74-07 shade 02-13 side of body
65-17 to save, rescue 74-08 shadow 22-18 sift
43-31 saw 49-58 to shake [sth.] 22-19 to sift
43-32 to saw 42-10 to shake off dust 72-16 to be similar
59-05 to say, tell 45-07 to shake off water 78-35 since yesterday
59-20 to say farewell 76-10 to be shallow 60-10 to sing
15-09 scab 76-09 shallow of a river 60-11 to sing a humming tune
16-15 to be scabby 64-10 to share a border during dancing
15-10 scar 32-20 to share food to several 76-22 to sink
49-81 to scatter people from the pot 34-11 to sip
63-30 school 62-08 to share with sb. 47-03 to sit down
27-58 scimitarbill 51-14 to be sharp 68-06 six
37-07 scissors 79-35 sharp 68-16 sixteen
59-27 to scold 25-17 sharp iron arrowhead 68-25 sixty
49-04 to scoop up with a hand 51-13 to sharpen to a point 43-45 skillful person
33-19 to scoop up [with a 38-09 to shave beard 02-02 skin
spoon] and to eat food 38-08 to shave head 24-104 skin
33-18 to scoop up [with a 11-03 [tears] to shed 25-42 to skin by pulling
spoon] and to pour food 11-02 to shed tears 39-30 skin of cattle's tail for
into another container 23-18 sheep covering the handle of
28-17 scorpion 23-17 she-goat cudgel
26-09 to scrape off scale 40-40 shelf 25-41 to skin with a knife
34-17 to scrape the food stuck 26-14 shellfish 05-04 skull
to the bottom of a vessel 73-24 to shelter from the rain 73-01 sky
61-12 to scratch 25-30 shield 61-11 to slap
17-03 to scratch 04-06 shin 27-86 slate-coloured boubou
50-24 to screw in 73-09 [the sun] to shine 25-39 to slaughter
32-27 to season 74-01 to shine 11-20 slaver
12-01 to see 74-13 [the sun] to shine at the 46-03 to sleep
48-45 to see off peak 46-04 sleep
22-11 to seed 73-10 [the sun] to shine hot 43-26 to slice [wood]
20-36 seed 17-10 to shiver 52-04 to slice
49-02 to seize with a hand 25-18 to shoot and to hit the 70--05 slice
62-09 to sell mark 84-09 slightly
43-24 to separate a bark and a 25-20 to shoot with a bow 47-15 to slip
core by twisting out 25-26 to shoot with a gun 47-17 to be slippery
23-42 to separate livestock kid 73-15 shooting star 75-04 slope
and its mother at night 63-34 shop 70-16 slope of a river bank
in order to milk the next 79-15 short 75-05 to slope up
morning 36-20 short pants 48-36 slowly
50-09 to separate two things 51-21 to shorten 79-08 small
that are stuck together 02-04 shoulder 79-10 small, little
78-44 September 49-18 to shoulder 28-14 small ant
16-06 serious burn 05-05 shoulder blade 23-62 small goat
15-14 serious wound with pus 14-04 to shout 05-09 small rib
05-14 serum 24-88 [monkey] to shout 24-86 small spotted
73-06 [the sun] to set 24-92 to shout 72-21 small spotted
25-35 to set a trap 26-25 to shout 52-06 to smash
23-54 to set free (animals) 59-26 to shout, cry 19-12 to smear medicine
65-16 to set free 65-25 to shout a war cry 38-20 to smear paint on the
61-08 to settle a dispute 12-12 to show body
68-07 seven 47-28 to show one's teeth 12-15 to smell sth.
68-17 seventeen 40-05 to shut 12-16 [sth.] to smell
68-26 seventy 66-29 to be shy 12-17 to smell bad
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12-18 to smell bad [adj.] 27-98 sparrow 56-20 sterile woman
12-19 to smell good 27-37 sparrowhawk 76-42 stern
44-04 smoke 59-08 to speak loudly 77-15 to stick [sth.] into the
31-46 to smoke pipe 25-27 spear ground
28-06 smoker for chasing 72-13 to speckle 50-07 to stick [sth.] to
away bees 28-12 spider 31-03 stiff porridge
66-03 to smile 37-02 to spin thread 13-11 stiff shoulder
24-80 snake 08-02 spine 32-08 to stir
51-05 to snap 69-05 spirit 45-19 to stir
23-03 to snarl 69-06 spirit of the dead 76-37 to stir
26-24 to snarl 11-18 to spit out 49-76 to stir up
11-24 to sneeze 11-17 spittle 31-16 stirring stick for
12-20 to sniff 76-38 [water] to splash cooking porridge
27-48 snipe 08-12 spleen 08-07 stomach, 1st.
46-08 to snore 43-23 to split [wood] 08-08 stomach, 2nd.
84-04 so on 52-14 to split [a branch of a 08-09 stomach, 3rd.
51-28 to soak [a hide] in water tree] 08-10 stomach, 4th.
to soften 33-17 spoon 77-02 stone
36-15 soap 24-16 spot 22-25 stone for making upper
66-06 to sob 72-20 to be spotted surface of grind stone
31-43 soda eaten with chewing 27-42 spotted stone curlew rough
tobacco 47-22 to sprawl 23-39 stones to wash inside of
35-12 to be soft 49-30 to spread churning gourds
31-11 soft gruel 73-19 [cloud] to spread 57-13 to stoop because of age
31-06 soft porridge 41-16 to spread a mat 43-52 to stop
31-07 soft porridge 40-18 to spread soil on the 48-48 to stop
31-08 soft porridge made from floor 48-49 to stop sb.
young sorghum 22-17 to spread to dry 80-02 to stop [working]
51-27 to soften 36-17 to spread to dry 49-33 to store
41-15 to soften hide for a 45-12 to spread to dry 27-28 stork
leather mat 32-28 to sprinkle 47-04 to straddle
76-06 soil 29-08 spur of a ruminant's leg 01-05 straight hair
07-02 sole 27-43 spur-winged plover 51-02 to straighten
65-04 soldier 65-19 to spy 47-10 to straighten oneself
62-02 something 63-38 square 12-14 to strain one's ear
54-27 son 26-23 to squeak 63-07 stranger, enemy
60-09 song 51-22 to squeeze 43-44 strap
44-05 soot 45-10 to squeeze out water 81-04 strap for calabash gourd
16-16 sore caused by thorn 19-04 to squeeze with fingers 47-35 to stretch oneself
stick 24-47 a kind of squirrel 51-20 to stretch out
16-18 sore caused by wearing 25-29 to stab 61-10 to strike
beads on the neck 47-18 to stagger 43-41 string
16-19 sore in toes 48-39 to stagger 60-18 a kind of stringed
21-10 sorghum 25-06 to stalk instrument
21-11 variant~ of sorghum 18-09 to stammer 39-19 strip of leather
21-03 sorghum cane 47-01 to stand up ornament worn beneath
74-14 sound 73-11 star the knee
25-49 soup 27-101 starling 48-32 to stroll
35-05 to be sour 25-08 to startle 79-28 strong
35-20 to be sour because of rot 48-06 to stay 31-20 [alcoholic drink] to be
23-31 sour milk 62-20 to steal strong
73-44 south 32-09 steam 73-39 strong wind
71-03 space between two 47-37 to step over 49-69 to stuff in
things 54-38 stepchild 47-12 to stumble
44-02 spark 54-37 stepfather 47-14 to stumble sb.
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47-13 to stumble and fall fire 68-22 thirty
down 49-46 to take out 82-07 this
80-03 to succeed 49-47 to take out 20-40 thorn
63-15 to succeed in life 22-28 to take out beans from 37-05 thorn for piercing
56-19 to suck the breast sheath 37-01 thread
19-11 to suck out 45-17 to take out dirty surface 43-42 thread
56-18 to suckle of water 61-03 to threaten
78-33 suddenly, quickly 45-06 to take [sth.] out of 68-03 three
18-06 to suffer from cataract water 68-46 three times
13-10 to suffer from jaundice 59-06 to talk, speak to sb. 22-16 to thresh [maize] by
13-06 to suffer from malaria 46-07 to talk in one's sleep hand
31-41 sugar 28-19 tapeworm 22-15 to thresh [sorghum] by
73-02 sun 34-21 to taste hand
27-88 sunbird 35-02 to taste bad 22-14 to thresh [sorghum] by
73-27 sundog, partial rainbow 35-01 to taste good pounding
73-05 sun-rise 38-21 tattoo 01-21 throat
73-07 sun-set 64-02 tax, donation 25-28 to throw a spear
49-40 to support 27-87 tchagra 61-14 to throw down sb.
66-17 to be surprised 31-42 tea 06-05 thumb
66-18 to surprise sb. 59-41 to teach 73-31 thunder
25-10 to surround 63-31 teacher 73-32 to thunder
63-10 to suspect 52-10 to tear 37-18 to tie
49-45 to be suspended 52-02 to tear off a small 50-01 to tie
34-08 to swallow portion from [sth.] 50-15 to tighten
76-04 swamp 11-01 tears 78-01 time
67-18 to swear 25-32 teeth of trap 78-03 time when human
11-26 sweat 59-22 to tell a lie beings are active
11-27 to sweat 67-11 to tell the correct 27-75 tinkerbird
11-28 to sweat slightly 68-10 ten 70-01 tip, point
42-02 to sweep 05-16 tendon 48-55 tire
42-13 to sweep by hand 29-06 tendon 24-97 a kind of toad, frog
34-16 to sweep with fingers 28-15 termite 24-98 a kind of toad
and eat food at the 27-49 tern, gull 24-99 a kind of toad
bottom of a vessel 09-03 testicle 21-05 tobacco
35-06 to be sweet 84-13 than 39-32 tobacco case made of
16-02 to swell 66-28 to thank animal bone
51-16 to swell 82-08 that 39-33 tobacco case made of
16-01 swelling 82-09 that overthere the skin of animal
30-01 swelling 40-21 to thatch scrotum
27-72 swift, swallow 78-18 the day after tomorrow 78-16 today
76-32 to swim 78-14 the day before yesterday 40-12 toilet
49-59 to swing 54-06 their father 78-17 tomorrow
49-61 to swing [sth.] round 54-19 their grandfather 10-12 tongue
and round 54-25 their grandmother 43-05 tool
66-08 to sympathize with 54-12 their mother 10-15 tooth, incisor
82-11 there 13-23 tooth decay
80-08 there is, there are 70-17 top of a river bank
T 82-06 they 49-01 to touch
82-12 they overthere 79-32 tough
24-83 tail 63-08 thief 63-02 town
48-43 to take sb. to somewhere 04-02 thigh 08-04 trachea
42-06 to take away and throw 81-01 thing 25-04 to track, follow
away rubbish 67-16 to think 38-11 traditional razor
33-12 to take off [lid] 34-27 thirst 25-03 trail (foot prints) of wild
32-18 to take off a pot from 68-13 thirteen animals
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23-27 to train livestock horns which supports the roof 34-15 to wash one's hand
51-07 to trample 41-11 upper surface of chair 12-11 to watch over
25-31 trap (41-07) 45-01 water
48-52 to travel 22-24 upper surface of flat 16-08 water blister
47-11 to tread on grind stone 24-61 waterbuck
20-05 tree 22-26 to uproot plants 33-07 water container made
76-02 trench 76-11 upstream from calabash
67-19 to be troubled 08-18 urinary bladder 76-15 waterfall
36-19 trousers 11-31 to urinate 70-18 water front
20-03 true grasses 11-30 urine 76-06 water pool
24-105 trunk of elephant 43-06 to use 76-03 wave
30-02 trypanosomiasis? 10-13 uvula 47-31 to wave one's hand
27-59 turaco 82-04 we
49-74 to turn around 79-30 weak
49-75 to turn [sth.] around V 36-03 to wear
47-30 to turn one's back 36-04 to wear inside out
48-08 to turn round 75-08 valley 41-14 to weave a mat
48-10 to turn to the right 13-08 venereal disease 43-40 to weave a rope
46-09 to turn while sleeping 84-07 very 43-39 to weave a string
68-12 twelve 63-01 village 27-93 weaver
68-20 twenty 63-27 to visit 27-14 web
68-21 twenty-one 59-01 voice 55-03 wedding dance
56-07 twin 17-07 to vomit 22-06 to weed
51-05 to twist 27-33 vulture 66-07 to weep
68-02 two 09-04 vulva 79-21 to weigh
45-15 well
84-03 well, then
U W 73-43 west
45-03 to wet
23-28 udder 27-79 wagtail 45-04 to be wet
56-06 umbilical cord 63-25 to wait 83-02 what?
49-64 to uncover 17-12 to wake from a faint 78-30 what time?
59-12 to understand 46-12 to wake up 21-14 wheat
67-07 to understand 46-15 to wake up sb. 27-81 wheatear
38-06 to undo hair 15-05 wale 78-31 when
36-06 to undress sb. 48-31 to walk 83-05 when?
79-42 uneven 48-29 to walk in line 83-04 where?
51-04 to unfold 48-28 to walk side by side 51-11 to whet
49-23 to unload and carry the 18-02 walking stick 51-12 whetstone
luggage little by little 39-28 walking stick 83-03 which?
49-68 to unpack 40-13 wall 63-14 whip
20-22 to be unripe (adj.) 66-13 to want 39-21 whip-like ornament
20-24 to be unripe 66-15 to want a man to drink used while dancing,
20-27 to be unripe coffee worn on the elbow
20-31 to be unripe (adj.) 66-14 to want to drink coffee 73-40 whirlwind
20-32 to be unripe (adj.) 65-01 war 59-09 to whisper
20-33 to be unripe (adj.) 32-19 to warm [food] 60-19 to whistle
20-34 to be unripe (adj.) 44-13 to warm oneself near 60-20 whistle
43-46 unskilled person fire 72-03 white
37-12 to untie 16-11 wart 39-04 white metal armlet
50-02 to untie 24-32 warthog 31-18 white bread
71-05 up 38-01 to wash 01-03 white hair
03-05 upper arm 33-14 to wash [plate] 39-27 white leather belt for
29-03 upper half of hind leg 33-15 to wash [tableware] young girls worn from
40-24 upper part of the post 36-13 to wash clothes shoulder
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62-06 white man 15-04 wound on the head
27-46 white spotted crake 30-07 wound on the hoof
72-25 white-headed 49-65 to wrap up
83-01 who? 01-09 to wrinkle
82-13 who, which [relative 03-04 wrist
pronoun] 67-12 to be wrong
83-06 why?
27-92 whydah
72-24 wide stripe X y Z
51-24 to widen
55-18 widow 11-22 to yawn
27-97 widowbird 78-22 year
55-11 wife 72-04 yellow
55-19 wife's father 27-26 yellow-billed stork
55-20 wife's mother 78-15 yesterday
24-01 wild beast 82-02 you (sg.)
24-26 wild dog 82-05 you (pI.)
73-37 wind 24-74 young female buffalo
50-14 to wind around 24-04 young male baboon
40-22 window 24-70 young male buffalo
27-09 wing 57-06 young man
11-04 to wink 54-33 younger brother/sister
22-20 to winnow 54-02 your father
42-12 to wipe 54-05 your (pI.) father
45-09 to wipe [one's wet 54-15 your grandfather
hand] 54-18 your (pI.) grandfather
38-16 to wipe by grass after 54-21 your grandmother
defecating 54-24 your (pl.)
38-17 [child] to wipe by sand grandmother
after defecating 54-08 your mother
50-18 wire 54-11 your (pl.) mother
67-25 wisdom 24-41 zebra
69-09 witchcraft 24-23 zorilla
76-17 [flood water] to
withdraw
57-03 woman
55-24 woman who commits
adultery
39-23 women's back apron
39-17 women's belt
39-22 women's front apron
09-08 womb
39-02 wooden earring
23-25 wooden hammer for
castrating animals
39-14 wooden lip ornament
worn beneath the lips
33-04 wooden vessel
27-77 woodpecker
59-02 word
43-01 to work
43-02 work
64-11 world
28-18 worm
15-03 wound
